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01: Introduction
In January 2013, an RFP was issued by the Upton
Farm Trust Inc. to develop a comprehensive Master
Plan for the Upton Farm property; a 138.5 acre parcel
of natural parkland at the western gateway to the
city of Charlottetown. The goal of the master plan
is to serve as a blueprint to guide the evolution of
the Farm over the next century. Landscape master
plans are typically a reflection of current social
values which help to guide long-term priorities for
management, programming and design of facilities
and landscapes. As social values change over time
with each generation, master plans are typically
updated on a 25-30 year cycle. Usually the intent
of an ecological landscape master plan is to plan
for a century or more, with the understanding that
there will be periodic updates to fine tune the plan
according to landscape response and topical needs
of the community. Such is the case for the Upton
Farm Master Plan. The plan reflects the current best
practices in natural resource planning in 2013.
Charlottetown has a wide variety and scale of parks;
currently there are 158 parks and open space parcels
providing approximately 546 acres of recreation
space excluding Upton Farm. Some are active
recreation focused with ball diamonds, soccer fields,

and sports areas; some are cultural focused with
historic foundations that go back to the planning of
the City in the 1700’s, some are passive recreation
with walking trails and natural areas, and still
others are nature based with forest preserves, and
ecologically significant resources. In terms of priority,
Upton Farm, is a nature reserve first and foremost,
with passive recreation and cultural objectives playing
a secondary role. Upton has no mandate to serve the
city’s active recreation needs.
The following report outlines a strategy to create
and maintain the best ecological green space for
Islanders and visitors over the next century; balancing
conservation, passive recreation and cultural uses.
The guiding principles for the plan as outlined in the
terms of reference for this project include:
1. Balance of use
2. Ecological Sustainability
3. Current and Future Uses
4. Context of paths and trails
5. Accessibility
These principles will be elaborated upon in the report.

Upton Farm
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1.1 Current Management &
Administration
In comparison to the 491 acres of dedicated municipal
parkland in the City, The Upton Farm property spans
almost one quarter the city’s parks networks at
138.5 acres. Yet, Upton is not a municipal park nor
a Provincial Park. The property was deeded by the
Province to the Upton Farm Trust Inc. in 2012 to own
and manage as public green space in perpetuity with
the intent of designating the area under the Natural
Areas Protection Act (NAPA). The “Trust” is a body
corporate, incorporated under the laws of PEI with
a mandate to plan and manage the Upton Farm
property on behalf of the Province and the residents
of PEI.
Prince Edward Island’s Natural Areas Protection Act
(NAPA) provides legal protection for ecologically
significant sites around the Island. Some properties
are publicly-owned or held for the people of Prince
Edward Island by the non-governmental Island
Nature Trust or Upton Trust. Others are privately

held by landowners who voluntarily agree to protect
their lands. As of October of 2013, 8050 hectares of
land are designated under NAPA. Of that, 5,840 ha
is managed through PEI Public Lands, 358 through
Parks Canada, 1,149 through the Island Nature Trust,
248 through the Nature Conservancy of Canada, 23
through the PEI Wildlife Federation, and a remaining
431 through private land owners.
The Upton Trust will use this master plan to help
designate the property under the Natural Areas
Protection Act and to “create a natural area for the
conservation of flora and fauna native to Prince
Edward Island”. To satisfy the NAPA designation,
this plan must outline the management framework
for natural resources, an administrative structure to
oversee the implementation of the plan, and design
proposals to create the best possible nature park for
Islanders and visitors consistent with the policies of
NAPA.

0%

Table 1.1 NAPA Designated lands on PEI
Owners
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Area
(Ha)

PEI Public Lands

5,840

Parks Canada

358

Island Nature Trust

1149

Nature Conservancy of Canada

248

PEI Wildlife Federation

23

Private Land Owners

431

TOTAL

8,049

3%

5%

14%

4%

73%

PEI Public Lands
Parks Canada
Island Nature Trust
Nature Conservancy of Canada
PEI Wildlife Federation
Private Land Owners
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1.2 Upton Site History
The Upton Farmlands is rich in history and is
an important piece of heritage for the city of
Charlottetown and province of PEI. The earliest
evidence of human settlement on Upton Farm dates
back to the 1700’s with the 1752 census of PEI locating
seven Acadian homesteads on the banks of the Riviere
du Nord (North River). Identifying the Acadian settler’s
family names as Daigre and Landry, the 1752 census
continues to provide the earliest substantiation of
agricultural intervention on the site, establishing the
settlers as both arable and stock farmers.
More recent history shows several changes of
ownership that are important to the farmland’s
development. The City of Charlottetown identifies
Dr. J.T. Jenkins as one significant previous owner of
the land, operating the farm in the mid 1800’s. Dr. J.T.
Jenkins used the lands to breed race horses whilst in
1931, under the stewardship of his grandson, part of
Upton Farm became PEI’s first airfield. Louise Jenkins
was the first female licensed pilot on PEI. In 1938, the
federal government offered the City of Charlottetown
$25,000.00 to expand the Upton Field but after
considering two sites, the City settled on a 300 acre
property at Sherwood Station due to the limited
expandability of the Upton Field.
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e
l Driv

a
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Retirement
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Lowlands/Wetlands
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The Jenkins’ landscape architectural talent was also
well-documented. Visiting guests would be ushered in
through a driveway emerging from a little wood to find
a picturesque home with gardens sloping down to the
North River.
In 1948 the Federal Department of Agriculture
purchased a portion of the property from Jack S.
Jenkins and maintained the site as an agricultural
research station operating primarily as a dairy farm. In
2001 ownership passed to the Canada Lands Company
who permitted arable agricultural practices to continue
until 2007.
A group of citizens lobbied Canada Lands Corporation

Fig 1.2 1935 Aerial Photo
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for preservation of the Upton Research Farm
Property. A year of negotiations, hosted by Canada
Lands, culminated in an agreement by Canada Lands
and the Upton Farm Preservation Network to put a
purchase proposal before the Provincial Government.
In 2012, based on a memorandum of understanding
(MOU), the Upton Farm property was bought by the
Province of PEI from Canada Lands Corporation on the
condition that 152 acres be deeded to the Upton Farm
Trust Inc. to own and manage as public green space
and be designated under the Natural Areas Protection
Act. ‘The Agreement’ signed by the Provincial
Government (with certain benefits accruing to the
Trust) was attached to the transfer. The Provincial
Government were allotted two seats on the Board of
Trustees., and the City of Charlottetown one seat with
specifics set out in the by-laws. A 137 acre parcel
became the property of the Upton Farm Trust Inc.
and the Province retained the remainder of the land
for a Bio Science Park and a site for a future
nursing home.

1.3 Open Space
Context
Prince Edward Island’s
population of 140,200
are served by an
extensive network of
parks and open public
spaces. Charlottetown’s
Parks and Recreation
Department identifies
158 parks and open
space parcels which
amount to 2.2 square
kilometres (546 acres)
of recreational space.
Addtionally the province
has a wide varierty of
parland including 26

... “naturalization
alone is not the best
approach for creating
a robust forest and
landscape.”
City

% Parkland by
Area

Winnipeg

4%

Vancouver

6%

Fredericton

3%

Ottawa

32%

London

1%

Saskatoon

11%

Halifax

9%

Edmonton

12%

Victoria

1%

Charlottetown

5%

Fig 1.3 2013 Parks and Open Space Charlottetown

Shaped by agricultural intervention, the
Upton Farmlands are pastoral in form,
revealing a patchwork of medium sized
fields divided by mature hedgerows. The six
year suspension of agricultural management
has facilitated natural processes, with early
tree growth suggesting that the site is
returning to its pre-settlement woodland
state.
Left untouched, the land will slowly
naturalize and be colonized by local
propagules; however, naturalization alone
is not the best approach for creating a
robust forest and landscape. The intent
of the management plan is to speed the
naturalization process through intervention
and create a diverse ecosystem that is
more robust and more representative of the
Acadian Forest of PEI.
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Fig 1.4 Population pyramid for Prince Edward Island
provincial parks and a National Park with a stretch of
60 km. Charlottetown’s recreational spaces account
for approximately 5% of the city’s total area of 44.33
square kilometres providing approximately 38 square
metres of open space per person. This number
does not include access to surrounding national
and provincial parks. This number is about average,
with open space in other Canadian metropolitan
areas ranging from 12 square metres per person in
Montreal, to over 80 square metres per person in
Ottawa. It is important to note that the Upton Farm
property is not included in the city’s 546 acres of park
space since it is owned and managed by the Trust.

1.4 Demographic & Health Context
The 2011 census of PEI shows a population of 140,204
with a growth rate of 3.2% since 2006. This is less

than the national average growth rate of 5.9%.
However, Charlottetown shows a population of
42,602 with a growth rate of 9.8% since 2006. Of the
people most recently immigrated to Charlottetown,
3% came from within the province, 3% came from
within Canada, and less than 1% came from a foreign
country. With an area of 44.33 square kilometres,
Charlottetown’s population density of 779.7 persons
per square kilometre is reflective of Charlottetown’s
urban state, and considerably higher than the
province’s population density of 24.7 persons per
square kilometre.
In 2011 the percentage of the population aged 65
and over was 16.3% compared with a national
average of 14.8%. 67.3% of PEI’s population are
aged between 15 and 64 and are of working age
while 16.4% of the population are aged 0-14. This
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compares to a national average of 68.5% aged 1564 and 16.7% aged 0-14. In 2011 the largest 5 year
age group was 45-49 with 8.0% of the population
however the median age of the population is 42.8.
This suggests that, like most cities and provinces
in the region, PEI is experiencing an aging of its
population. This trend has implications for recreation
planning in Charlottetown and the province. Older
age individuals have very different recreational
needs than their younger counterparts. For example,
families with young children tend to demand more
organized active recreation opportunities and
facilities. In contrast, older adults tend to focus on
passive recreation which is less formal or more selfdirected such as walking, running, dog walking or
enjoying nature. As older cohorts continue to age,
mobility becomes a larger issue and accessibility
becomes a consideration in recreation planning.
Single purpose uses give way to more flexible and
mixed uses in open space settings.
Statistics Canada establishes the total amount of
private dwellings in PEI at 56,400. 71.4% of these
houses are single-detached dwellings, whilst
the second largest structural dwelling types are

6

apartment buildings with fewer than five stories
which account for 13.5%. Often, these apartment
or condo dwellers rely on parks and green spaces
to fulfil their outdoor needs since they don’t have
a private yard. Within Charlottetown the multiunit dwelling is the most popular household type,
accounting for 33.5% of the total, and are often oneperson households. In PEI, couple-family households
without children account for 32.6% of dwellings
whilst couple-family households with children are
the second highest with 26.6%.
Every year Charlottetown is home to a seasonal
summer growth in population of up to eight times
the permanent population. The growth in ecotourism
and nature based tourism is a primary growth driver
for tourism in the Province. Although recreation
and park planning should focus specifically on the
taxpaying community that supports the investment,
Upton Farm has significant potential to service
residents and visitors. While ‘tourist attraction’
is clearly NOT the mandate of Upton Farm,
environmental education of residents and visitors
is part of the mandate. As such, visitors stopping
at the PEI Factory Shops and Cows Creamery have

Final Report: May 2014

1985

1990

1996

2000

1998
<10%

1994

10%-14%

15%-19%

2004
20%-24%

>25%

Fig 1.5 Obesity trend from 1985 to 2004. (BMI >=30 or ~30 lbs overweight for 5’4” person).
Source: Queens University

the potential to learn about the island’s ecology
at Upton. The gateway and educational potential
of the Upton Property from PEI Factory Shops
property should not be understated. There are
clear benefits for both properties.
Recently there have been a number of programs
designed to attract retirees back to PEI, a strategy
shared in common with other Atlantic Provinces,
and one advanced by both the private sector
as well as economic development agencies
throughout the region. The pitch focuses on the
relatively inexpensive real estate, low cost of
living, considerable natural beauty, and high-quality
of life that the Maritimes offer, and is directed at
both newcomers and former residents. In a global
economy where people can literally live and work
anywhere in the world, often a community’s
competitive currency includes the elements that

comprise the quality of life. The Upton Farm lands
have the potential to play a significant role in this
resident recruitment strategy.
Passive recreation and active living is being
realized for its potential reduction on healthcare
costs accompanying the aging population. A
small investment in healthy living pays significant
dividends compared to healthcare costs. For
instance, “for people with diabetes, walking for
exercise just two hours per week reduces the
death rate by nearly 40%” (Urban Sprawl and
Public Health, 2004). Queens University compared
the obesity trends at 2 year intervals between
1990 and 2000 and the trend in that 10 year period
is alarming, as is its implications on healthcare
costs in Canada (“Obesity in Canada: Recent Trends
Within a Historical Context”). One of the reasons
for the obesity trend is the lack of walking by
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Canadians and Americans. The cost of obesity and
physical inactivity in Canada is up to $4.3 Billion a
year, which accounts for both the direct (healthcare)
and indirect costs.
The Government of PEI has articulated the view that
municipalities have a role to play in facilitating access
to space and programming to support attainment of
these recommended thresholds of physical activity.
The Go!PEI program (http://www.gopei.ca) outlines
strategies for healthy living. Upton Farm represents
a tangible investment in the Provincial healthy living
strategy and its planning has implications for all
Islanders.
Similar discussions on aging and health are taking
place across Canada in communities where park
and recreation investment is being considered in
the context of matching the needs and demands
of aging populations, attracting and retaining new
residents, and planning for future sustainability so as
to not adversely impact future generations who will
likely have different park service needs from today.
In these regions, current planning and investment is
being matched to current demand, with more and
more emphasis on multi-modal use trails and spaces
that have the flexibility to accommodate a variety of
recreation and physical activity needs and mobility
limitations, rather than single-purpose facilities and
infrastructure.

1.5 Passive Recreation Trends in
Canada
We know from demographic analysis that as the
Baby Boomer generation ages they are redefining the
cultural and recreational industries in North America.
In addition to being quantifiably larger than any past
seniors cohort, this generation is also more active
and healthier than past generations. In Charlottetown
these trends are borne out by the statistics.
While seniors are more active then they used to be,
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they are still aging and therefore desire recreation
and cultural activities that are lower impact than
those geared to youth. One field that is booming
in the face of these demographic trends is that of
passive recreational activities. Passive recreation is
generally defined as activities that offer constructive,
restorative, and pleasurable human experiences
and an appreciation and understanding of open and
natural spaces.
Passive recreation activities often do not require
specialized development of the area and are less
structured than traditional recreation. Some examples
include nature study, birding, hiking and walking, and
picnicking.
Passive recreation opportunities place citizens in
natural settings and provide for the opportunity for
residents of the urban area to connect to nature. With
strong connections between the natural environment
and the urban population there is an increased
opportunity for natural resource protection, restored
ecosystems and habitats, and educational benefits.
According to Lang Research Inc., in 2006/07, 30.7%
(7,605,527) of adult Canadians went wildlife viewing
while on an out-of-town, overnight trip of one or
more nights. Wildlife viewing was the second most
common outdoor activity undertaken by Canadian
Pleasure Travelers. This is a substantial increase over
past years.
In addition to an increase in participation in wildlife
viewing and birding, Canadians are walking more. In
2012, 53.9% of Canadians were at least ‘moderately
active’ during their leisure time, up from 50.6% in
2008. ‘Moderately active’ would be equivalent to
walking at least 30 minutes a day.
Passive recreation requires areas that are in (or
near) their natural states, with light infrastructure
to support access to areas of interest and some
connection to the urban community.
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1.6 Public Engagement Outcomes to
Date
The approach to drafting the master plan was
to engage local residents in finding compatible
uses that were consistent with the aims and
requirements of the NAPA policies. Namely, that
the plan provide a framework for the protection
for ecologically significant sites on the property. In
that regard, the public were discouraged from bluesky ideas for active recreation facilities or uses not

Fig 1.6 One of 6 workshop posters by Table A.

compatible with NAPA. The public engagement
process included committee meetings, a public
workshop, an online survey, individual stakeholder
meetings and draft presentation as described below.

Upton Farm Trust Inc. Start-Up Meeting
On July 10th 2013 Ekistics Planning and Design
met with the Upton Farm Trust to initiate the
Upton Farmlands master plan project. The
meeting provided a forum to solidify the core
project commitments, determine the projectspecific deliverables and outline the Upton Farm
Trust’s project expectations. Within the meeting a
proposed action plan and concordant timeline was
established, a community engagement strategy
was discussed whilst user profiles and plausible
park programs were discussed.

Public Workshop
An open public workshop was held on August
1 2013 at the West Royalty Community Centre.
The workshop was attended by approximately
70 members of the public, the Upton Farm
Trust, project stakeholders and consultants from
Ekistics Planning and Design. Following a brief
presentation conveying the project goals, the
NAPA management framework and the site history,
attendees were asked to first outline their 100 year
vision for the park and then apply this vision to a
spatial condition, using base maps to illustrate their
ideas. The group’s responses were passionate and
insightful with several common themes emerging:
1.

The parks status as an ‘off leash’ dog park
should be protected with Upton Farm currently
serving as an important and loved destination
for the City of Charlottetown’s dog owner
community. Throughout the workshop
numerous and passionate calls to implement an
‘off leash’ dog area were recorded. It was made
clear that an ‘off leash’ strategy that didn’t
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involve fences would be preferred, with several
suggestions for the implementation of timed
zones.
2.

3.

While calls for a ‘dog friendly’ park were
frequent, the desire for a park that could be
‘mixed purpose’ was strong. Various calls for
a management strategy to ensure the park
remain clean and free of dog waste were
recorded with dog waste bins emerging as a
popular solution.
A trail network should be implemented
throughout the park. With current uses
including hiking, running and dog-walking,
an improved trail network would respect and
enhance the existing user group’s experience
of the park. With the wide consensus for a
year round trail strategy agreed, several more
specific proposals emerged. Suggestions for
a connection between the north and south
parcels of the park were recorded, while a
strategy facilitating water front access has
been identified as a common goal.

4. Upton Farmlands could and should be an
exemplary Acadian woodland park. A strategy
to implement woodland planting on large
parts of the park is commonly favoured while
a woodland planting scheme that screens out
the adjacent built environment is extremely
desirable.
5.

Areas of ‘open space’ which provide planned
vistas of the estuary should be included within
the park vision. A common desire to include
open space as part of the overall park vision
was frequently noted while it was suggested
that the inclusion of woodland and grassland
areas could sustain a more ecologically diverse
landscape.

6. The park offers an opportunity for users
to engage with wildlife and nature. The

10

parks potential as an educational resource
is recognized with various suggestions that
the park could provide valuable learning
opportunities for both student and non-student
members of the local community.

Workshop ideas summary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Additional themed walking trails with historic
references
Picnic areas, more benches, trash cans, dog
waste receptacles, hand pump for water
Community gardens
Bridge and trails from Cows Creamery
Restore the old pond
Restore a healthy Acadian forest, restore
shorelines, consider some Virginia forest
species for climate change
Off-leash dog park
Educational areas for school groups
Underpass under Capital Drive
Preserve grasslands or create pastureland
Boardwalk in wet areas and possible floating
docks in the river, scenic overlooks
Parking lots and trailheads with signage
Interpretive panels
Cedar agricultural fence
Bird & bat boxes, wildlife enhancements
Educational outreach plan
Arboretum
Roundabout on Capital Drive with pedestrian
connection across the highway
Gateway signage
Toilet facilities or access to Poplar Island for
washrooms
Grassland conservation

On-line Survey
To ensure the community engagement process
reached as many park users as possible an online
survey was developed and launched. The survey
has had an excellent response rate with 168
respondents to date. The survey has provided
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Fig 1.7 Select online Survey Responses (168 total responses)
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Fig 1.8 Select online Survey Responses (168 total responses)
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Fig 1.9 Select online Survey Responses (168 total responses)

information on the members of the community’s
vision for the park whilst providing anonymous
statistical data on the park user demographic. The
responses to the survey have been varied but have
revealed several important considerations for the
design brief:
Survey participants were asked to provide their
reasons for visiting the Upton Farm. The most
popular reason was exercise with 75.4% of survey
participants using the park for either running,
walking or biking. The second most popular use for
the park was dog walking with 73.2% valuing the
ability to walk their dogs off leash as an important
attractor. The park also serves as a destination to
escape urban life with 52.8% of people stating that
they visit for the vistas and scenery and 51.4% of
people using the park to escape traffic and noise.
It is evident that the parks most predominant
user group are dog walkers with 72.3% of survey

participants stating they always bring a dog with
them when they visit the park. 17.7% of visitors
never bring a dog with them whilst 9.9% of users
occasionally take a dog.
Survey participants were asked to prioritize
elements that they felt were important to Upton
farmlands. Elements prioritised by participants
included longevity and durability of facilities,
universal accessibility, park safety and security,
ecological diversity, and low capital costs. Elements
for the park deemed unimportant include all age
activities, and high quality design.
The survey asked what new elements the public
would most like to see introduced to Upton
Farmlands. The most prevalent element with 62.5%
of participants was the desire to block out buildings
and noise using tree planting. A strategy for a dog
friendly park was second most desire element
with 58.8% of respondents wanting to include a
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leash free dog area. 53.7% of answers called for
more walking trails and 44.1% of participants value
the inclusion of an improved access and parking
strategy within the future plan. Another important
element of the park was to respect the human
heritage of the site with 41.9% of respondents
agreeing that the farmland landscape should be
preserved.

Stakeholder Meetings
Independent consultation meetings were held
with identified project stakeholders. Identified
stakeholders include the Agriculture and Forestry
Department, the Island Nature Trust, The Natural
History Society of Prince Edward Island, Innovation
PEI, Upton Dog Walkers and the Bio-commons
Research Park. Each stakeholder meeting lasted
approximately 30-60 minutes and was orientated
towards the stakeholder field of expertise.
Interviews with the project stakeholders were
productive and insightful providing local, expert
opinion on the opportunities and challenges for
the project. Within the stakeholder consultations
a selection of common considerations were
identified:
Upton Farmlands has the potential to become
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a culturally and socially important educational
resource for the City of Charlottetown and the
province of PEI. Existing, successful educational
park programmes are an encouraging indicator
that a similar strategy could be implemented at
Upton Farm. The quantity of educational institutions
within Charlottetown serves as evidence that an
outdoor environmental education programme
would be a plausible application for the park.
Identified areas of educational interest include
woodland management, woodland propagation,
woodland succession, native and non-native tree
species, and climate change.
Implementing a plan that can accommodate
a recreational programme within the NAPA
management framework will serve as a key project
challenge. The importance of the Upton Farmlands
achieving NAPA status is acknowledged whilst an
appreciation for the health and welfare benefits of
an active park programme has been outlined.
The current configuration and character of the park
has been sculpted by years of human intervention
and must be returned to a more natural state to
comply with NAPA. Potential exists to provide
Charlottetown with an archetypal Acadian forest
and woodland restoration should serve as a
prominent feature of the long term park vision.
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It is important that tree species selection is well
considered and informed whilst the problem of
neighbouring invasive species must be addressed
Resources and project practicalities must serve
as a key consideration. It is imperative that all
implementation, maintenance and management
directives within the strategic plan are realistic and
attainable.
A strategy must be employed that can extend
the current community application of the park.
It is important that the community are engaged
within the planning process to achieve a sense
of community ownership of the park. The park
is currently a successful dog park but a scheme
must be in place that retains this element and
implements a mixed-use program, broadening the
appeal of the park to other, non-dog walking users.
The Upton dog walkers would like to see a
substantial off-leash area (not fenced) provided as
part of the plan with provisions for on-leash use in
other parts of the park. The group acknowledged
there may also be parts of the park where dogs
are not permitted. The hope was to find a balance
between the widest variety of different park users.
The group made the point that many city and
rural residents are encouraged to exercise simply

because they own a dog and that these individuals
shouldn’t be prevented from exercises because
they own pets. The fact that Victoria Park will not
permit an off-leash area was also expressed.

1.7 Background Review & Existing
Context
Upton Farmland By-Laws
A review of the Upton Farm Trust Inc. By-laws does
not reveal any legislative issues that may conflict
with or disrupt expedient park operations. Upon
reflection of project objectives collated from trust,
stakeholder, and public consultations there are no
By-laws which may conflict with the Consultant’s
and Trust’s commitments to deliver a legislativecompliant master plan. The oscillate nature of
comprehensive master plan preparation may lead
to non-foreseeable By-law conflicts. As the plan
progresses, Ekistics will continue to balance the
strategies with the existing by-laws and make
notes as to potential conflicts should any arise.

Natural Areas Protection Act (NAPA)
Prince Edward Island’s Natural Areas Protection Act
(NAPA) is a legally binding agreement between
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public, private, or non-government organisational
land owners and the Government of Prince
Edward Island. The Act protects sites of significant
ecological value. The 2012 draft NAPA agreement
between the Upton Farm Trust Inc. and the
Government of Prince Edward Island outlines legal
responsibilities and commitments of both parties.
Classifying the Upton Farmlands as an education
resource, the agreement stipulates a management
plan that conserves, enhances and expands
the forest and riparian zones whilst promoting
compatible educational and recreational activities.
Objectives of the NAPA agreement demand a
restoration of health and diversity to the existing
forested areas and hedgerows, the creation of
a fresh water pond if feasible, the maintenance
of a forested buffer along the riparian zone,
the facilitation of natural succession of the
selected portions of the fields, a public use
program compliant with the agreed natural areas
management plan, and the acceptance of natural
shoreline erosion.
A review of the agreement has revealed no
fundamental areas of contention that may restrict
the successful implementation of a management
plan facilitating a return of the Upton Farmlands to
a naturalised, forested state.

Moving to Restore a Balance in Island
Forests
Prince Edward Island Forest Policy is prepared
by the Department of Environment, Energy and
Forestry and laid out within the 2006 ‘Moving to
Restore a Balance in Island Forests’. The document
outlines province wide objectives calling for a
healthy network of Acadian forests that are rich
in ecological diversity, improve natural capital, and
provide ecological systems essential for human
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health and wellbeing. The document sets out
as policy the intention to increase educational
programmes, demonstrate good forestry and
wildlife management practices, and promote public
access and compatible recreational activities.
The document highlights the Natural Areas
Protection Act (NAPA) as a suitable forestry
protection program and calls for the identification
of ecologically significant forested sites that would
benefit from NAPA designation. The document also
highlights the requirement of a management and
operations plan for all public forested lands whilst
outlining the commitment to promote governmentcommunity partnerships. Various examples of
successful educational, planting, research and
trail building programmes provide support for the
Department of Environment, Energy and Forestry’s
commitment to encourage and build on existing
community forest management models.

City of Charlottetown Parks & Open

Space Master Plan
City of Charlottetown Parks and Open Space Master
Plan was issued in June 2007 by Environmental
Design and Management (EDM). The report
was largely informed by public and stakeholder
consultation and thus accurately conveys a
democratic vision for Charlottetown’s public spaces.
The plan draws a distinction between passive
recreational parks for relaxation, and active sports
parks for programmed activity, continuing to
highlight a preference for passive recreational parks
as a core goal. This plan demands enhanced links
between existing parks and identifies the need for
better waterfront access and preservation.
Several sub-objectives derived from the
aforementioned core strategies were highlighted
and presented as ‘the six campaigns’. They are as
follows:
1. Showcase City Core Parks
2. First Class Sporting Venues
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3. Forest Parks
4. Green Infrastructure
5. Neighborhood and District Parks
6. Connections
The City of Charlottetown Parks and Open Space
Plan, is outdated in its portrayal of Upton Farm
as a 250 -400 unit residential development site,
since the plan was created before the change in
use. The plan does include the Upton Farmlands
within the ‘Forestry Parks’ campaign- identifying
a large portion of the land to be allocated for
recreational forest parkland. Considering events
since the publication of the ‘2007 Parks and Open
Space Master plan’ leading to the Upton Farmlands
current allocation as a future park have been
guided by municipal and public consensus, it can
be assumed that the strategies outlined within the
‘forest park’ campaign are directly transferable
to the site as a whole. It may also be assumed
that aspirational principles on society and culture
affiliated with the rejected residential development
may be applied to the Upton Farmlands master
plan.
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The Forest Park campaign highlights communing
with nature as an important part of the park
experience. The Forest Park campaign aspires to
provide access to, and enhancement of important
woodland areas while also protecting significant
natural landscape features such as wetlands and
riverbanks. The plan calls for dedicated resources
for urban woodland management and training be
made available.
The Upton Farmlands is recognized as a
strategically important entrance to the City of
Charlottetown. It underlines a desire to retain the
areas of land to the north and south of the TransCanada Highway and maintain the picturesque,
green aesthetic of the existing landscape.
The demand to enhance and build on existing
walking trails is made explicit within the master
plan. The plan calls for an extension of, and
improved connectivity with the existing ‘Routes for
Nature and Health’ trail network whilst calling for
an extensive trail system within Upton Farmland.
Specific desires to connect the Routes for Nature
and Health trail at Beach Grove Maypoint Road
and the North River causeway area with the Upton
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Chapter

02: Inventory & Analysis
This chapter presents the findings of the study team’s
inventory and analysis for the site. These findings will
influence the eventual master plan in later chapters.

2.1 Soils
There are 3 major soil types underlying the Upton
Farm property.

Cu6Ch3/C - Culloden (60%) Charlottetown (30%)

are characterized as course loamy textured, acidic,
with variable drainage and high erosion prone,
with low moisture holding capacity. These soils are
poorly suited for cultivation but are suitable for
grasslands or forests. The O’leary soils are course
loamy, acidic, have persistent wetness, suitable for
cultivation, grasslands or forests. The slope class for
this soil is undulating 2-5%.

Fig 2.1 Soils Map

Culloden (60%) and Charlottetown (30%) soils are
found along the riparian area of the North River.
The Culloden soils are characterized as course
textured, strongly acidic, with rapid drainage and
high erosion prone, with low moisture holding
capacity. These soils are ideal for cultivation. The
Charlottetown soils are course loamy, acidic, well
to moderately well drained, with an erosion hazard
and high suitability for cultivation or forests. The
slope class for this soil is undulating 2-5%.

Ch7Ti2/C - Charlottetown (70%) Tignish (20%)
Charlottetown (70%) and Tignish (20%) soils
are found inland from the riparian areas. The
Charlottetown soils are course loamy, acidic, well
to moderately well drained, with an erosion hazard
and high suitability for cultivation or forests. The
Tignish soils (20%) are course loamy, acidic, well
drained, and suitable for a wide range of crops. The
slope class for this soil is undulating 2-5%.

Du4Oi4/C - Duvar (40%) - O’leary (40%)
Duvar (40%) and O’leary (40%) soils are found
along the area of the BioCommons. The Duvar soils
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Summary
All 3 soils found on the Upton property are highly
suited for cultivation and forest regeneration. All soils
are acidic and all have some degree of erodibility,
particularly on steep slopes or along the North River’s
edge. All the soils are highly suitable for most native
tree species, however, the rapidly drained and poorly
drained areas will have some limitations on species
vigour and will need more careful consideration.

2.2 Microclimate
The prevailing winter wind on Upton Farm is from the
west and north-west. In the summer, prevailing wind is
from the south and south-west mostly.
The winter wind direction has
implications on the human thermal
comfort in open areas where the
wind speeds across the expanse of
the North River. Restoring the riparian
buffer will go a long way towards
improving the winter comfort at
Upton. Similarly, a tree buffer along
the west edge of the Biocommons
will reduce the wind speeds around
the buildings and parking lots in the
winter.

These data were obtained from the NASA Langley Research Center Atmospheric Science Data Center; New et al. 2002
Fig
2.2 Charlottetown microclimatic data
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2.3 The Acadian Forest
Forests in Canada are classified according to three
main classification schemes; (1) ecozones, (2)
forest regions and (3) plant hardiness zones. Unlike
ecozones, which classifies by common environmental
variables, the Forest Region classification relies
mainly on the nature of the vegetation or forest
composition to classify the regions. The hardiness
zones are usually used to assess the vigor of
individual plant species. For this report, the forest
region classification system is most applicable.
Of the 8 forest regions in Canada, PEI and much of
Atlantic Canada lies within the Acadian Forest Region.
The Acadian Forest is home to 32 species of trees.
Many of the Acadian species can live for 200 years
or more. Some can even live in excess of 400 years
(sugar maple, red spruce, white pine) and Eastern
hemlock can live up to 800 years.
On well-drained soils and upland sites like Upton
Farm, the Acadian forest can be further classified
as Upland Hardwood Forest. These forests tend to
be dominated by Sugar Maple, Red Maple, Poplar,
American Beech, Yellow Birch, White Birch, Red Oak
and White Ash, Eastern Hemlock, Balsam Fir, White
Pine. On poorly drained soils, the forest are usually

Fig 2.3 Forest Regions of
Canada

dominated by Boreal Forest species such as Poplar
and Birch, White Spruce, Black Spruce, or Eastern
Larch. Balsam Fir and Red Maple tend to occur in all
soil types. Other more limited tree species such as
Jack Pine, Red Pine, Eastern White Cedar, Ironwood
and Black Ash occur in specific areas. The colder
Boreal species such as spruce, larch and poplar tend
to be shorter lived, living on average 60-80 years.
Boreal species are well adapted to fires, creating
even-aged forests which quickly spring to life after
major events.
Shade tolerant species such as Sugar Maple, White
Pine and Yellow Birch tend to decline and die as
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individuals or in small groups. This means that most
of the forest floor remains in deep, cool shade and
the forests are mixed age. Seed from shade tolerant
species germinate and grow quicky in the shady
areas and can compete all the way up to the canopy.
PEI’s pre-European forest would have been
composed of mixed stands consisting of a high
percentage of shade tolerant species. Stand structure
would have been multi-aged with distinct canopy,
understory and ground vegetation layers. When
openings occurred as older trees died or blew over,
the young trees would quickly grow to reach the
canopy level and start the cycle again. The dead
tree snags were instrumental in nutrient cycling;
creating habitats for many forest plants, animals,
and insects, and building deep rich soils. Dead trees
can take decades or even centuries to decompose,
contributing to many different ecological processes
including soil creation.

Riparian Woodland
The riparian woodland grows along the edge
of the North River in a pattern that closely
follows the Cullendon/Charlottetown Soil Types
(roughly a 150 buffer along the river). This area is
characterized by typical Acadian tree species like
Red Maple, Sugar Maple, Yellow Birch, Paper Birch,
Balsam Fir, Mountain Ash, willows, aspen, black
spruce, and tamarack. Shrubs and groundcovers
include alder, serviceberry, several species
of sedges, bunchberry, bayberry, blackberry,
raspberry, rose, elderberry, goldenrod, viburnum,
spirea, and blueberry.
There are two streams that bisect the property
both running southwest characterized on the
soils map as “poorly drained”. These streams also
demonstrate a wide range of riparian species but
are dominated by Boreal species such as black,
white and red spruce, Tamarack, Balsam Fir, Red
Maple, and Alder.
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Table 2.1 Native Acadian Forest Trees Species
Plant Type

Botanical
Name

Common
Name

height
(m)

Coniferous

Abies
balsamea

balsam fir

23

Moist, well drained, Slow (less than 12
acidic.
inches per year)

Coniferous

Larix laricina

eastern larch,
tamarack

27

Wet-moist, well
drained, acidic soils

Coniferous

Picea glauca

white spruce

30

Moist to well
drained, acidic soil.

Picea mariana black spruce

23

Coniferous

Coniferous

Pinus
banksiana

Coniferous Pinus resinosa

Coniferous

Soil

Growth Rate

Pollution

Shade
Tolerance

Pest Types

Intolerant

Very
Tolerant

Spruce budworm
Woolly aphids

Slow-Medium

Moderately
Tolerant

Intolerant

Larch caseborer
Larch sawfly

Medium (13 to 24
inches per year)

Very
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Spruce budworm
Spruce needle minor
Eastern spruce beetle

Any. Very poor to Slow (less than 12
moderately poorly
inches per year)
drained (pH: 4.6-6.5)

Very
Tolerant

Very
Tolerant

Spruce budworm
Eastern spruce beetle
Spruce sawfly

jack pine

22

Well to excessive
drainage. Prefers
strongly acidic to
weakly acidic
conditions (pH:
4.6-6.5)

Fast (greater than
25 inches per
year)

Very
Tolerant

Intolerant

Jack pine budworm
Sawflies
Pine needle minor

red pine

30

Well drained,
tolerates dry

Medium (13 to 24
inches per year)

Moderately
Tolerant

Intolerant

Pine beetles
Pine gall weevil
Pine chafer

30

Good soil, acidic

Medium-Fast

Intolerant

Pinus strobus eastern white
pine

Moderately White pine shoot borer
Tolerant
White pine tube moth
White pine weevil

Coniferous

Thuja
occidentalis

eastern white
cedar

13

Any

Medium (13 to 24
inches per year)

Moderately
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Mealybugs
Scale

* Coniferous

Thuja
occidentalis
'Emerald'

emerald
white cedar

4

Any

Slow (less than 12 Moderately
inches per year)
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Mealybugs
Scale

Coniferous

Tsuga
canadensis

eastern
hemlock

23

Well drained, moist

Hemlock borer
Bagworm
Gypsy moth

Deciduous

Acer
pensylvanicum

striped
maple

Deciduous

Acer rubrum

* Deciduous

Medium (13 to 24
inches per year)

Intolerant

Very
Tolerant

15

Moist to average soil Slow (less than 12
and strong acid (pH: inches per year)
4-5)

Intolerant

Very
Tolerant

red maple

20

Any. Requires wet to Fast (greater than Moderately
Tolerant
average soil
25 inches per
year)

Acer
saccharinum

silver maple

27

Any. Prefers wet

Fast (greater than
25 inches per
year)

Very
Tolerant

Very
Tolerant

Ocellate leaf gall
Cottony maple scale
Borers

Acer
saccharum

sugar maple

27

Well-drained, fertile
soil.

Slow-Medium

Intolerant

Very
Tolerant

Sugar maple borer
Maple phenacoccus
scale

Amelanchier
laevis

allegheny
serviceberry

9

Intolerant

Very
Tolerant

Willow scurfy scale
Leaf minor
Borers

Deciduous

Betula
papyrifera

paper birch

24

Any. Prefers moist
to dry.

Fast (greater than Moderately
25 inches per
Tolerant
year)

Intolerant

Bronze birch borer
Leaf minor
Dieback

Deciduous

Betula
populifolia

gray birch

15

Any. Wet to dry
soils. Moderately
acidic.

Fast (greater than
25 inches per
year)

Intolerant

Resists bronze B.
borer

Deciduous

Cornus

Deciduous

* Deciduous

Well drained. Prefers Medium (13 to 24
moist to average.
inches per year)

Very
Tolerant

Moderately
Leaf hoppers
Tolerant
Many borers and scale

* Not native to pei
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Table 2.1 Acadian Forest Trees Species (Cont.)
Plant Type

Botanical
Name

Common
Name

height
(m)

Soil
acidic.

Growth Rate
year)

Pollution

Shade
Tolerance

Deciduous

Cornus
alternifolia

alternate
leaved
dogwood

9

Well drained to
moist.

Slow-Medium

Moderately
Tolerant

Very
Tolerant

Deciduous

Fagus
grandifolia

american
beech

24

Well drained. Moist
to average

Slow-Medium

Moderately
Tolerant

Very
Tolerant

Beech scale

Deciduous

Fraxinus
americana

white ash

23

Well drained. pH
adaptable.

Medium (13 to 24
inches per year)

Moderately
Tolerant

Very
Tolerant

Ash borer
Ash flower gall
Brown headed ash
sawfly

Deciduous

Fraxinus
pennsylvanica

green ash
(red ash)

18

Any. Wet to dry
soils.

Fast (greater than
25 inches per
year)

Very
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Ash borer
Oystershell scale
Brown headed ash
sawfly

Deciduous

Ostrya
virginiana

hophornbeam,
ironwood

10

Well drained. Grows Slow (less than 12
on dry soil.
inches per year)

Very
Tolerant

Very
Tolerant

Deciduous

Populus
grandidentata

bigtooth
Aspen

20

Moist fertile; also dry Fast (greater than Moderately
Tolerant
sandy, gravelly
25 inches per
year)

Deciduous

Populus
tremuloides

trembling
aspen

12

Any. Wet to moist

Deciduous

Prunus
pensylvanica

pin cherry

8

Well drained

Medium-Fast

Very
Tolerant

Intolerant

Prunus
serotina

black cherry

22

Moist, tolerates dry.

Fast (greater than
25 inches per
year)

Very
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Deciduous

Prunus
virginiana

common
chokecherry

15

Moist to dry

Fast (greater than
25 inches per
year)

Very
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Deciduous

Quercus rubra

red oak

25

Well drained. Prefers Medium (13 to 24
acid
inches per year)

Very
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Deciduous

Sorbus decora

showy
mountainash

10

Any, wet to average. Medium (13 to 24
inches per year)

Moderately
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Borers
Crown gall
Leaf blister mite

Deciduous

Ulmus
americana

white elm
(american
elm)

36

Very
Tolerant

Moderately
Tolerant

Gypsy moth
Elm borer
Cankerworms

* Deciduous

Any

Fast (greater than Moderately
25 inches per
Tolerant
year)

Medium-Fast

Pest Types

Intolerant

Forest tent caterpillar
Aspen tortrix
Gypsy moth

Intolerant

Poplar borer
Poplar gall
Scale

Eastern tent
caterpillars
Ugly nest caterpillars
Borers

* Not native to pei
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Table 2.2 Upton Plant Inventory 2011 (partial list provided by PEI Department of Agriculture and
Forestry, this list is not yet complete)
Group
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower
Flower

Genus
Abies
Acer
Acer
Betula
Betula
Betula
Picea
Pinus
Pinus
Populus
Populus
Prunus
Sorbus
Tilia
Achillea
Anaphalis
Aralia
Cerastium
Chamerion
Cirsium
Clintonia
Cornus
Daucus
Erigeron
Euthamia
Fragaria
Galeopsis
Galium
Galium
Gnapthalium
Hypericum
Impatiens
Leucanthemum
Linaria
Lotus
Maianthemum
Melilotus
Oclemena
Oenothera
Oxalis
Plantago
Polygonum
Potentilla
Prunella
Ranunculus
Ranunculus
Rumex
Solanum
Solidago
Solidago
Spiraea
Symphiotrichum
Taraxacum
Trientalis
Trifolium

Species
balsamea
rubrum
saccharum
allegheniensis
papyrifera
populifolia
glauca
strobus
sylvestris
balsamifera
tremuloides
pensylvanica
aucuparia
x vulgaris
millefolium
margaritacea
nudicaulis
fontanum
angustifolium
arvense
borealis
canadensis
carota
strigosus
graminifolia
virginiana
tetrahit
asperellum
millugo
uliginosum
canadense
capensis
vulgare
vulgaris
corniculatus
canadensis
albus
acuminata
biennis
corniculata
major
persicaria
recta
vulgaris
acris
repens
crispus
dulcamera
canadensis
rugosa
alba
lateriflorum
officinale
borealis
campestre

Common Name
Balsam Fir
Red Maple
Sugar Maple
Yellow Birch
White Birch
Grey Birch
White Spruce
White Pine
Scotch Pine
Balsam Poplar (planted)
Trembling Aspen
Pin Cherry
European Mountain Ash
Large Leaf Linden
Yarrow
Pearly Everlasting
Sarsaparilla
Common Chickweed
Fireweed
Canada Thistle
Blue-bead Lily
Bunchberry
Queen Anne's Lace
Rough Fleabane
Narrow-leaved Goldenrod
Strawberry
Hemp Nettle
Rough Bedstraw
Smooth Bedstraw
Low Cudweed
St. John's Wort
Spotted Touch-me-not
Oxeye Daisy
Butter-and-eggs
Bird's-foot Trefoil
Wild Lily-of-the-valley
White Sweet-clover
Whorled Wood Aster
Evening Primrose
Creeping Wood-sorrel
Common Plantain
Lady's Thumb
Sulphur Cinquefoil
Heal-all
Common Buttercup
Creeping Buttercup
Curled Dock
Bittersweet Nightshade
Canada Goldenrod
Rough Goldenrod
Meadowsweet
Calico Aster
Dandelion
Starflower
Low-hop Clover

Group Genus
Tree Abies
Flower
Trifolium
Flower Trifolium
Flower Veronica
Flower Veronica
Flower Vicia
Shrub Alnus
Shrub Amelanchier
Shrub Corylus
Shrub Crategus
Shrub Frangula
Shrub Morella
Shrub Ribes
Shrub Rosa
Shrub Rubus
Shrub Rubus
Shrub Salix
Shrub Sambucus
Shrub Vaccinium
Shrub Viburnum
Fern Dennstaedtia
Fern Dryopteris
Fern Onoclea
Fern Osmunda
Fern Osmunda
Fern Pteridium
Fern Thelypteris
Sedge Carex
Sedge Carex
Sedge Carex
Sedge Carex
Sedge Carex
Sedge Carex
Rush Juncus
Rush Juncus
Grass Calamagrostis
Grass Agrostis
Grass Dactylis
Grass Danthonia
Grass Elymus
Grass Phleum

Species
balsamea
pratense
repens
officinalis
serpyllifolia
cracca
incana
sp
cornuta
monogyna
alnus
pensylvanica
rubrum
rugosa
allegheniensis
idaeus
sp
racemosa
angustifolium
opulus
punctilobula
spinulosa
sensibilis
cinnamomea
claytoniana
aquilinum
noveboracensis
arctata
brunnescens
crinita
disperma
interior
scoparia
effusis
tenuis
canadensis
capillaris
glomerata
spicata
repens
pratense

Common Name
Balsam
Fir
Red Clover
White Clover
Common Speedwell
Thyme-leaved Speedwell
Tufted Vetch
Speckled Alder
Serviceberry - no flowers or fruit
Beaked Hazelnut
English Hawthorn
Glossy Buckthorn
Bayberry
European Red Currant
Rugose Rose
Blackberry
Red Raspberry
Willow - no flower
Red-berried Elder
Low-bush Blueberry
High-bush Cranberry
Hay-scented Fern
Spinulose Wood Fern
Sensitive Fern
Cinnamon Fern
Interrupted Fern
Bracken Fern
New York Fern
Drooping Woodland Sedge
Brownish Sedge
Fringed Sedge
Two-seeded Sedge
Inland Sedge
Broom Sedge
Soft Rush
Path Rush
Blue-joint Reed Grass
Fine Bent Grass
Orchard Grass
Poverty Oat Grass
Quack Grass
Timothy
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HedgeRows
Three main hedgerows separate the open
fields on the farm and are remnants of past
ownership (Robert Hurry, Dr. Jenkins, Hector
McLean) and have been maintained for over
a century with a good mix of early, mid and
late successional species. A hedgerow was
also built around the Upton Trotting Park
(shown in Meachum’s Atlas of 1880) which
was still visible in 1935 aerial photos. No doubt
this hedgerow was built to shelter the track
Fig 2.4 Hedgerow wind impact (source: Land Mosaics, Richand the Jenkins homestead from winter and
ard Forman)
summer winds which were exaggerated by
the fetch of the North River.
The hedgerows today are dense enough
to create defined outdoor ‘rooms’ on the
property each with distinctive character
and stand age structure. From a landscape
ecology perspective these landscape corridors
provide travelways for various species and can
significantly influence the microclimate and
soil moisture conditions for up to 8 times the
height of the hedgerow (see fig 2.?). Between
the hedgerow and 8h, the area is known
as the ‘quiet zone’, where windspeeds are
reduced but turbulence is increased. from 8h
to 30h, the area is known as the ‘wake zone’
which characterized by higher wind speed and
greater ‘eddy’ sizes. Higher turbulence in the
wake zone causes a large loss of heat at the
soil surface which can accelerate soil erosion
and tear leaves from young stems. The height
of the hedgerows at Upton range from 30-50’
in height, so, the Quiet Zone extends for 240’400’ downwind. The wake zone extends from
about 400’-1500’ downwind. These impacts of
course play significantly into human thermal
comfort on the site.

Fig 2.5 Meachum Atlas 1880

The east-west orientation of the hedgerows
also creates a shady side and a sunny side for
the hedgerow. The shady north side retains
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moisture longer and in the spring, snow drifts
last longer. These areas favour shade tolerant
species of colonizers. The sunny south side of
the hedgerows tends to have drier soil conditions
but significantly more short wave radiation which
favours a wide variety of Acadian colonizers.

Forest Patch
There is only one large forest patch on the Upland
Property located on the easternmost end of the
property occupying about 12 acres and bisected
by the main entrance road. This patch consists of
about 60% conifers (fir, spruce, pine, and cedar)
40% broad leaved trees (maple, birch, poplar,
aspen, beech, oak, mountain-ash, hawthorn, cherry,
ash). A stream also bisects the forest patch creating
a riparian zone through the middle of the patch.

organic matter and nutrients for the soil. Some
forest managers prefer not to have any snags or
downed logs; for example, if the forest is meant
to produce timber for sale, dead trees represent a
loss of income. Also, some species that thrive in
deadwood, such as certain kinds of wood-eating
beetles, may experience population explosions that
may lead them to inhabit and kill live trees.
During the next few decades, the existing snags
will fall and increase the abundance of downed
logs. With careful management that only brings to
the ground the deadwood that may pose a safety
hazard, the balance of coarse woody debris at
Upton should help form a healthy ecosystem.

From a landscape character perspective, the forest
is the first landscape experience for most people
visiting Upton Farm and it creates a cloistered
sensation before the landscape of Upton opens
itself up to the visitor. This also tends to be an area
where most dogs are let loose and the pathway is
littered with dog waste necessitating a long-term
management solution.
The old experimental farm building area on the
corner of Capital Dr and Upton Road is also rapidly
converting to an early successional area.

Coarse Woody Debris
If a tree dies while it is standing, it becomes what is
called a “snag”; it eventually falls to the forest floor,
where it continues to rot. In a natural forest, there
would be some recent snags, some fresh downed
logs and some old ones; there would be standing
and downed logs at many levels of decay.
In a forest, the decay of wood is a natural process
with several benefits. Deadwood provides a habitat
and food for many plants and animals, as well as
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Fig 2.6 Current Woodland zones at Upton Farm
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French Acadian Plants
The Acadian population on the Island (known as
Isle St. Jean) was small during the first half of the
18th century, but grew quickly once the English
started bringing in English settlers to Nova Scotia
in 1749. Acadians congregated on the island
in the 1750’s, both before and after the 1755
deportations. By 1758, the Acadian population
on the island was about 3400-5000 people.
When Louisbourg fell that same year, the British
claimed control of Isle Royale (Cape Breton) and
Isle St. Jean (PEI). About two-thirds of the Acadian
population was deported directly to France and
the rest escaped to Quebec and St. Pierre and
Miquelon. A small contingent managed to hide on
the Island undetected.
The Acadians planted and used a range of native
plants which are often associated with historic
Acadian sites. The following plants are found at
Upton and could have Acadian origins include:
•

Salix sp. (willows) used for making baskets and
because of its quick growth

•

Crataegus (hawthorn) and Rhamnus
(buckthorn) used as a hedge and ornamental
tree.

•

Pyrus (pear), Prunus (cherry) and Rubus
(raspberry) used for fruit

•

Allium (chives), Humulus (hops), Armoracia
(horse-raddish), pastinaca (parsnips), Carum
(caraway) used as vegetables in most Acadian
settlements.

•

and several species of medicinal plants
including: Potentilla for relieving a toothache
or internal pain, Achillea (Yarrow) as a cure-all,
Thymus (Thyme) cures stomach-aches, and
Solanum (nightshade) as a cure-all and for its
narcotic effects.

Fig 2.7 Samuel Holland

plan of the Island of St.
John showing Acadian
homes, 1765, British National Archives. Source:
Doug Sobey
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Invasives
Several invasive species are also found on the property
that will need special management. These include:
•

Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris)

•

Glossy Buckthorn (Frangula alnus)

•

False Spirea (Sorbaria sorbifolia)

•

Reed Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacea)

•

Bittersweet Nightshade (Solanum dulcamara)

•

Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia japonica)

•

Wild Cucumber (Echinocystis lobata)

•

Norway Maple (Acer platanoides)

Pinus sylvestris

Frangula alnus

Sorbaria sorbifolia

Phalaris arundinacea
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Solanum dulcamara

Fallopia japonica

Echinocystis lobata
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2.4 Services & Easements

Fig 2.8 Climate Change impacts on forests. Source:
The Canadian Forest Council.

The BioCommons which was built in 2010 receives its
water and electrical services from Upton Road. A 20m
wide sewer easement extends from the North end
of Regis Duffy Drive along the North River shoreline
to Capital Drive. The easement has been used as a
shoreline pathway since its construction in 2010. A 200
mm sanitary lateral was constructed at an average depth
of 1.5 m below grade. The easement will allow pathways
to be built on it but no permanent structures.
Services to the Experimental Farm were removed when
the structure was torn down in 2007.
There are likely wells in the vicinity of the Jenkins and
MacLean homesteads.
The Province has retained land to the north end of the
Upton property to preserve an easement for a potential
future extension of the Charlottetown Perimeter
Highway across the North River. Currently there is no
anticipated timeline for this future crossing. The land is
currently in agricultural cultivation under a lease from the
Province. There is some interest on the part of the Upton
Trust in securing the use of this land from the Province
to extend the park with the understanding that nothing
permanent and minimal plantings will take place on
these lands. There is no formal arrangement as of late
2013. However, the Agreement of July 2011, signed by
the Province and the Trust at the time of transfer, states
that if the by-pass project does not proceed the portion
adjacent to the Upton Land (approx. 24 acres) set aside
for the by-pass road, is to be deeded to the Upton Farm
Trust.
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2.5 Experimental Farm Lands
The experimental farm program on PEI began in 1909 with
the purchase of 11.9 ha on the Pope property, just north of
Charlottetown. In 1948, the Upton property was purchased and a
dairy program and a breeding program was established. A polebarn was erected in the mid-50’s and was expanded with modern
self feeding horizontal silo. A livestock breeding program kept two
bulls in each breed which included Ayrshire, Guernseym Holstein,
Jersey, and Shorthorn.
In 1971, new facilities were constructed to house a modern dairy
barn for milking 50 cows. A hay barn and two concrete silos were
also constructed. The farm buildings and research station was
located at the corner of Capital Dr and Upton Road. These facilities
have been torn down and there are no known environmental
issues as a result of any previous land uses which would need
consideration in the master plan for Upton.
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Fig 2.9 North River Bridge and Wharf, with the Upton
Farm property in the background, circa 1894

2.6 North River Estuary
The North River estuary has been highly impacted
since the construction of a causeway in the mid
1800’s. The earliest bridge was built to Poplar Island
somewhere around 1830. The earlier structures
were linked by a series of bridges to allow for tidal
exchange. The current bridge was built in 1955
to replace the casueway, and has impacted the
depth of the channel to the north significantly. The
channel to the north is generally very shallow and
was previously referred to as Graham Rogers Lake.
Though the area is still characterized as an estuary
having tidal influence, the ‘lake’ to the north is
generally more freshwater than salt water.
The Cornwall sewage treatment plant (STP)
discharges into the North River.
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2.7 Case Studies
The following case studies of similar parks in Canada
present some interesting findings about how other
jurisdictions approached their parks. Three similar
parks are presented below.

GreenUP Ecology Park, Peterborough,
On
GreenUP Ecology Park is a five acre park located
on city parkland in Peterborough, Ontario’s
Beavermead Park. Established on its current site
in 1993, the park was envisioned as an organic
food garden and tree nursery with potential for
public education and community development.
Today it is a demonstration site for a wide range of
ecological landscape issues and where visitors can
see models of healthy landscapes. The park offers
a number of hands-on experiences where visitors
can learn concepts and skills for managing land in
sustainable ways.
The park is comprised of ten display gardens,
naturalized areas, a native plant nursery,
and garden market. The display gardens are
individually themed and showcase concepts
such as water conservation, butterfly gardening,
edibles, xeriscaping, pollinator-attracting plants,
organic food production, and herb growing. While
interpretive signs exist within each garden to
explain the key concepts, the park has an overall
wayfinding strategy which links each of the zones
together. Interpretive signs appear throughout the
park and allow for self-guided walks where points
of interest are highlighted relevant to the time of
year.
The park contains a community nursery in which
people of all ages participate in the propagation
and care of trees, shrubs, flowers and grasses. It
produces over 150 native Ontario plants, including
more than 30 species of native trees and has
become the headquarters for Peterborough’s
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community-based urban forest programs. The park
hosts workshops with horticultural experts and
local arborists where the community can become
educated on plant selection, planting, and tree care.
Most recently, an arboretum has been established
to showcase the variety of tree species suitable for
growing in urban areas in the Peterborough region.
The Park is a site for weekend workshops on a
variety of sustainable living topics (from cheesemaking to composting), school programs, summer
day camps and other nature-based programs. At the
garden market, native trees, shrubs, herbs, produce,
compost and garden supplies are available to the
public for purchase. In addition to the market being
a successful tool for engaging the local community,
revenue from the sale of produce is used to keep the
park operating.
Many lessons can be learned from Ecopark and
applied to Upton Farm, however the most important
is perhaps diversity. Ecopark offers something for
everyone with experiences in different setting and
scales. There are opportunities for hands-on activity
and learning at the same time as more passive
enjoyment of the park. A visitor can participate in
gardening and tree planting or simply stroll on the
winding trails.

FortWhyte Alive, Winnipeg, MB
FortWhyte Alive was first developed as a facility
for outdoor education for children on the site of
a former quarry in Southwest Winnipeg less than
15 kilometres from the city’s downtown. The
site was primarily chosen for its largely intact
woodlands, and the presence of lakes (formed
from human excavation) that attracted water
birds such as Canada Geese. Initially known as the
FortWhyte Waterfowl Sanctuary, the first nature
trail was established in 1966 and its first large-scale
interpretive centre was constructed in 1983.
Over the last 30 years, the site has expanded along
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with its role as an environmental education facility.
Today it is an ecological park that also interprets
Manitoba’s cultural history, provides programming
that focuses on the dynamic interactions and
interdependency between humans and natural
systems, and addresses critical environmental
issues.
Today, the park encompasses 600 acres, with
lakes, marshlands, aspen woodlands, and native
prairie. The park is defined by its seven kilometre
trail network that includes five main trails or walks.
Each offers a different experience with a variety
of sightseeing opportunities and amenities. For
example, one trail offers an observation area for
bison on a large prairie, a pioneer sod house, and
a First-Nations tipi encampment, while another
meanders through a marsh ecosystem on a series
of floating boardwalks.
Other park areas include biodiversity gardens,
picnic areas, an orchard, fishing and paddling docks,
and birdfeeding stations. More recently, a farm was
established on site that engages inner-city youth
in hands-on urban agriculture. While the farm has
a market open to the public during harvest time,
the gift shop and restaurant located in the main
reception centre offer products from the farm yearround.
In a region where winter is close to five months
long, winter activities and programs are essential
the success of a park. At FortWhyte snowshoes are
readily available, trails are maintained for crosscountry skiing and hiking, snow is cleared on the
lakes for ice skating, and one of the city’s largest
toboggan slides exists just outside the doors of the
reception centre. FortWhyte has an intensive winter
management program that demonstrates to the
public a high-level of care, making it an attractive
place and a destination while many of the city’s
parks are neglected during winter months. This
can serve as inspiration For Upton Farmlands Park
where it will be important to consider year-round

use, and ensure that there are opportunities for
visitors even during the coldest times of the year.

Point Pleasant Park, Halifax, NS
Point Pleasant Park is a popular destination on the
Halifax Peninsula. It is 77 hectares with a diverse
landscape composed of forest, trails, the coast,
flat fields and rolling topography. The Park was
home to an abundant evergreen forest; however
following Hurricane Juan in 2003 much of the Park
was destroyed. A comprehensive plan was created
to rejuvenate the park and find ways to maximize
the Park’s variety of programming and users.
Point Pleasant Park attracts a large variety of
demographic groups and is a popular destination
year round. Passive recreational activities are the
predominant form of use in the Park, consisting
largely in part of walking, running and picnicking.
The Park is also a popular location for informal
sporting games. The Park has been frequented by
dog walkers throughout its history and is now one
of at least six urban parks allowing for off leash
activities in certain areas.
Point Pleasant Park management plan has
addressed the issues of programming diversity and
conflicting users, and offers learning opportunities
for Upton Farmlands Park. Concerns related to
dogs were common from users of the Park. The
management plan deals with this issue by outlining
certain rules and regulations for all users of the
park to follow. In order to effectively manage
dogs and people Point Pleasant Park has created
a hierarchy of dog use within the Park. They have
designated all main paths and high traffic areas
as on leash at all times, and highlighted certain
areas where dogs are not permitted after 10am.
However, the majority of the park and trails are
off leash unless otherwise indicated. This offers a
variety of opportunities for park enjoyment from
both dog walkers and other users in a way that
balances the conflicting opinions.
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Fig 2.10 Point Pleasant Park Master Plan (Ekistics and NIP paysage 2008)
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Vision & Guiding
Principles
03:
Chapter

This chapter outlines the vision and guiding principles
that guide the foundation for the master plan. As
community priorities change and evolve over the
lifespan of this plan, it is important to evaluate
long-term park decisions in the context of these
guiding principles, as they specifically outline the
Community’s long-term values for Upton Farm.
The guiding principles address broad issues relating to
the design, programming and ongoing management
of the park to formalize the balance between natural,
passive and cultural uses. Concepts of sustainability,
aesthetics, ecology, community, passive uses and
heritage reflect and respond to the values expressed
by the residents. These principles aim to provide the
overarching foundation upon which design decisions
are made and programming options are weighed.

3.1 Upton Vision
Unlike other active recreation parks in and around the
City, the emphasis of Upton Farm is on preservation,
conservation and passive recreation. Nature is the
canvas which frames the park and any support
infrastructure must reflect the natural emphasis of
this special landscape.
Charlottetown is quickly changing from a small rural
city to an expanding metropolitan area. With PEI
being so rural, it is sometimes hard to look ahead
to a time when a large agricultural landscape is not
so commonplace in an urban context. At that point,
Upton Farm will be a green oasis in the city, a place
where Islanders and visitors will come to reconnect
with nature. Other parks will be dedicated to active
sport and large public events, while Upton will simply

be a place to discover nature, and yourself.
The park’s previous history as an ‘experimental
farm’ will be re-envisioned as a demonstration
area for new ideas in urban ecology. Watershed
and stormwater management approaches, urban
forest monitoring, urban agricultural production;
all could be examples of the ecological and social
‘experiments’ that could take place at Upton. Upton
Farm will become a large scale living laboratory for
Charlottetown as it expands and grows.

3.2 Guiding Principles
In the RFP for this project, the Upton Trust outlined
the guiding principles of this master plan to be:
•

Balance of use

•

Ecological Sustainability

•

Current and Future Uses

•

Context of paths and trails

•

Accessibility

These original guiding principles have been adapted
for this master plan as outlined below with a few
additional principles added.

Balance
Like any ecosystem, Upton Farm must encourage
competing uses and embrace diversity. Upton Farm
must continue to provide a unique ecosystem for
endemic plants and animals, and humans must be
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one of the animals that should be accommodated
as a use. Dogs and other forms of urban wildlife
should be welcome in some areas where their
numbers and lifestyle do not negatively impact
ecological features.
Balance and diversity requires management and
careful consideration. No one species can be given
dominance over all things in the park. In some
areas, nature must have precedence; in some,
animals will have precedence, and in others,
man will have precedence. It will be important to
identify these areas and highlight precedence.
In moving forward, Upton Farm must continue to
focus on a balanced approach, integrating a mixture
of uses and users that meet evolving community
needs.

Ecological Sustainability
All anthropocentric landscapes require a degree
of management to maintain balance or status
quo. The idea behind a sustainable park plan is to
minimize the amount of human interference and
celebrate successional processes that dynamically
change the nature or expression of the experience
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over time. This means working with nature instead
of against it in order to freeze a landscape in time.
There are low energy inputs that we can make to
slow successional processes (e.g. a controlled burn
or harvest on a field to keep forest succession in a
perpetual early stage). It also means working with
local microclimates, local hydrology, soil conditions,
and native successional processes to encourage
certain processes and discourage other processes.
A hallmark of ecological sustainability is minimizing
energy inputs. This can be taken literally in terms
of how the park is managed, or it can be taken
figuratively for the types of furnishings or uses
allowed in the park. Upton Farm will strive to
minimize energy inputs during its creation or during
its long-term management.
Ongoing management of the park must emphasize
both economic and ecological sustainability, looking
at the long-term implications of decisions and not
compromising the community’s vision for shortterm objectives.

Long-term Thinking
Upton is a park for today AND tomorrow. Its current
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configuration and use provide a glimpse of what
the future holds for it, but, it is equally important
not to try to freeze the landscape that exists today
in perpetuity. Landscapes and cultures evolve and
change. The emphasis of any good master plan is to
guide that change to create a desirable outcome(s),
to imagine today what the future holds and then
take deliberate steps to achieve the vision.
Long-term thinking means that short term benefits
do not outweigh long-term possibilities. It means
that every decision must be weighed against its
ability to achieve a long-term advantage.

Adaptability
From a small Acadian settlement on the banks of the
Rivière du nord, to PEI’s first airport, to Dr. Jenkins’
trotting park to an experimental Farm; the Upton
landscape has changed significantly over the last
few centuries. The landscape has been moulded by
the changing uses and by the programs established
by the people that used the land.
Any contemporary management plan must monitor
and adapt to changing uses and to the results of
of an established management framework. Urban
preserves are not static. They adapt and change to
changing conditions and changing community values.
This plan should be updated on at least a 20-25
year cycle to ensure that it is adapting to current
conditions. Maintaining an inherent sense of
adaptability will ensure the long-term relevance of
Upton Farm for generations to come.

Accessibility
Upton Farm is a park for people and an urban nature
preserve. As a park for ALL people, it’s program will
be designed to respond to PEI residents and nearby
BioCommons workers, but it will eventually be
equally appreciated by eco-tourists who will come
for the true island nature experience. The park will

Fig 3.1 Experimental Farm 1974
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be made accessible for all age groups so long as
the uses are passive in nature. In some areas of
the park, humans and their pets will be off-limits in
order to preserve other natural ecosystems.

that province.
•

Among broad-leaved tree species, the planting
stock may also contain white ash, black ash (a
species at risk in Nova Scotia), and red maple.
If disease-resistant stock of American beech
is eventually developed, then beech could be
added to the mix. At this time, American beech
is a poor choice because of the beech bark
disease which is abundant in Charlottetown.
Among needle-leaved species, the planting
stock may also contain eastern white cedar (a
species at risk in Nova Scotia), larch, and black
spruce.

•

consider the limited introduction of native New
England northern mixed forest species in the
face of climate change. Conditions may favour
more temperate non-coniferous species such
as those found in New England and southern
Ontario.

The widest range of landscape types will be
accessible for all.

Forest Sustainability
Favour Native Species
Native Acadian species will form the backbone of
the future forest at Upton Farm. Non-native tree
species (those not native to the Acadian forest)
should be excluded from future regeneration, with
the following exceptions:
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•

where native Acadian species are highly
diseased, such as American beech, use the
resistant native beech which is currently in trials
in the PEI National Park;

•

where native species are subject to non-native
pests, their numbers in the forest may be underrepresented to keep non-native pests in check;

•

Regarding species selection for native plantings,
only species native to PEI, of natural stock
(i.e., not grafted nor hybridized in nursery
production) will be planted, with the following
exceptions: American basswood, silver maple,
and butternut; all species that grow in the
relatively warm southern reaches of the St.
John River valley in New Brunswick, may be
included in the planting stock. For all three of
these species, this is a potential adaptation to a
changing climate whereby the future climate of
PEI (i.e., as the 21st century proceeds) will likely
provide conditions suitable for these species to
thrive and reproduce. For butternut, this also
acknowledges that the species is doing poorly in
Ontario due to a fungal canker disease, so much
so that it has been declared a species at risk in

A strategy for removing the seedlings and saplings
of non-native species must be adopted. Similarly,
a strategy for removing large non-native trees
such as Scots pines or Norway maples must
be followed, so long as the removal does not
unduly compromise the aesthetic character of its
surroundings.
Encourage a Mixed-Age Structure
A mixed-age forest structure is desirable. This will
require efforts to protect the remaining mature
stands, encouraging regeneration and occasional
infill planting.
Encourage a Diverse Forest Composition
The growth of broadleaved species will be
encouraged as their extensive root systems reach
deeper into the soil, capturing and cycling nutrients
that will benefit the entire forest. The future forest
composition will resemble the mixed composition
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Fig 3.2 Land Art examples
of a natural Acadian forest.
Favour Tolerant Natives
Of the 36 Acadian forest species, many are shortlived and shade-intolerant. Future managers will
choose a range of native species but will favour
long-lived, hardy, shade-tolerant species such
as sugar maple, yellow birch, red oak, eastern
hemlock, white pine and red spruce.
Foster Natural Tree Regeneration
Natural regeneration will be the main strategy for
forest renewal. It will be enhanced by broadleaf
plantings on south-facing slopes, and in other areas
where natural regeneration does not offer the
desired species mix.
Preserve Snags and Fallen Trees
Snags and downed trees will be left alone so long
as they do not create a safety hazard. In addition
to increasing organic matter on the forest floor, the
decaying wood provides a habitat for moss and
lichens, insects, birds and young trees. Plant debris
on the forest floor helps retain surface water, thus
reducing nutrient leaching, soil erosion and fire
hazard.
Forest Expansion
The most favourable long-term program of forest
expansion, from both ecological and social points
of view, will be one where tree plantings will be
established adjacent to current woodlands.

A Living Laboratory
Upton Farms’ raison d’etre over the last century
was as an experimental agricultural farm. The idea
of a living laboratory or an urban ecology lab is an
idea that still resonates today. In that regard, new
ideas that showcase ways to maintain nature in the
city should be encouraged. This means monitoring
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and adapting to achieve the desired results. Where these ideas are tested, they should be on full display and
showcased on the property.

Environmental Art
Early painters developed a deep connection with their surrounding environment and their observations
brought an often unseen world to their viewers. The power of environmental art to deepen the psyche
is a strategic opportunity for Upton. Art has the power to educate and stir inquiry. These objectives are
sympathetic to the overall goals of Upton Farm. All forms of art from performance art to sculpture should be
encouraged so long as it does not compromise the ecological aims of the landscape.

Education and Interpretation
Programming and interpretation will be used to enhance visitors’ appreciation of issues related to landscape
sustainability. Farm managers will develop benchmarks of landscape sustainability and communicate values
to the public annually. Results of annual bird counts and wildlife sightings, along with the number and
findings of certain research projects, provide benchmarks of the quality of the Farm’s natural habitats. A log
of capital and maintenance activities can provide an indication of area disturbance or restoration. The Upton
Farm’s website, http://uptonfarmlands.com/ is an effective way to pass on information to the public.
Signage and interpretive panels will be added to strategic areas to educate about key Farm themes and
topics. An interpretive plan (separate from this document) will be created to investigate the full potential
of a comprehensive interpretive strategy. Themed wayfinding signage will be created and posted to help
visitors find their way around the Farm.
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Chapter

04: Management Plan
This chapter provides the foundation for future
management decisions aimed at realizing the
master plan. It provides the structure and approach
for achieving the desired outcomes of the guiding
principles in Chapter 3, while responding to existing
conditions outlined in Chapter 2. Similarly, the
management decisions help explain the design
rationale that appears in the next chapter.
Upton Farm’s management plan is presented in three
themes: forest, shoreline and cultural heritage. This
chapter provides detailed guidance on the most
appropriate management strategy for each of these
three important areas.

4.1 Management Approach
Natural regeneration (letting nature simply take
its course) alone is not the most effective strategy
to create a long-term, robust and healthy forest at
Upton. The landscape has been highly managed as
a farm for almost a century and the surrounding
forest matrix is not dense enough or diverse enough

to repopulate the large surrounding fields with a
representative ecosystem of new Acadian species.
On abandoned farmland, species such as balsam fir,
white birch, white spruce, trembling and large tooth
aspen, and tamarack (many of which are short lived)
tend to dominate at the expense of longer lived, late
successional trees such as red spruce, sugar maple,
hemlock, cedar and white pine. In addition, trees
grow less efficiently in even aged forests than those
with multiple ages.
Instead, the combination of regeneration and
adaptive management provides the best approach
to regaining a diverse and resilient ecosystem. That
strategy is described in this chapter.

4.2 Forest Framework
The Upton management plan must incorporate
a wide array of societal values, from ecological
sustainability and cultural-heritage conservation to
forest-character preference and species diversity.
The approach must blend both the art and science of
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forest management and balance form with function.
In framing a positive future for the Farm’s forest, the
management plan lays out both broad and focused
principles for forest management; embraces the
public’s forest values; translates those values into
objectives, indicators, targets and generic actions
or treatments; outlines strategic directions for
forest management; and lists goals for strategy
implementation and evaluation.

ways to generate information about the best
management actions.
How should we interpret adaptive
management in the case of the
Farm’s forest? If we accept
the concept of
passive adaptive
management, we will:
•

make explicit
statements about how
we want the forest to
look many decades from
now;

•

design actions that we believe
will set the forest on the right
course;

•

implement those actions;

•

measure forest conditions over time; and

•

create new management knowledge by
comparing expectations and realities as they
unfold.

Adaptive Framework and Management
Adaptive management is a common approach
to learning about resource and environmentalmanagement systems at the real scales of
management, especially when the long-term
outcomes of managing natural resources and
ecosystems are highly uncertain.
There is a wealth of literature on the subject of
adaptive management (Holling, 1978; Walters,
1986; and Lee, 1993). Numerous papers and reports
explain the concept and show successes and
failures in applying it (Baskerville, 1985; Duinker
and Trevisan, 2003). Adaptive management is a
paradigm, or way of thinking; it permeates the
entire management and assessment process, from
scoping and problem definition to implementation,
monitoring and reassessment.
It is clear from all formal descriptions of adaptive
management that the scientific tasks of (A)
making impact predictions in the form of testable
hypotheses, (B) measuring outcomes during and
after implementation, and (C) rigorous comparison
of predictions and measurements are all necessary
parts of the process. Two levels of adaptive
management can be applied. The first is passive
in the sense that the scientific tasks described
above are simply applied to a “normal” resource
management plan. The second is active adaptive
management, broad-scale experiments that occur
where systems are managed in radically different
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Precautionary Approach
Here’s one way of stating the precautionary
principle: “Where there are threats of serious or
irreversible damage, scientific uncertainty shall not
be used to postpone cost-effective measures to
prevent environmental degradation” (taken from
the Rio Declaration, a product of the United Nations
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This is the forest primeval. The murmuring pines and the hemlocks,
Bearded with moss, and in garments green, indistinct in the twilight...
Henry wadsworth Longfellow,
Conference on Environment and Development,
UNCED, 1992).
Viewed in this way, the precautionary principle
complements the principle of adaptive
management. Just as adaptive management
suggests taking action in uncertain situations
and risks making mistakes, so too does the
precautionary principle admit the real risks of
error. Indeed, it would not have to be used if a
problematic situation could be evaluated with low
scientific uncertainty (Goldstein, 1999). Invoking
the precautionary principle should actually spur
scientific research, particularly on-the-ground
research into the effects of precautionary
regulatory actions since “there is a much greater
need to determine if the action is effective in
achieving its goals” (Goldstein, 1999).
Clearly, scientific experimentation, adaptive
management and the principle of precaution are
mutually compatible. In the context of Upton farm,

the precautionary approach can be interpreted this
way: faced with a management problem in any
area or aspect of the Farm where managers are
uncertain about both the consequences of doing
nothing and the effectiveness of taking corrective
measures, the preferred response shall be to take
action. Active adaptive management can be used
in some circumstances where the problem repeats
itself in several areas of the Farm, and managers
wish to experiment with the no-action alternative.

The Public’s Forest Values
The planning team used a variety of relevant
documents, as well as numerous exposures to and
discussions with relevant stakeholders, to assemble
a suite of values that needs to be satisfied
regarding Upton Farm. In organizing these values
into a framework, the planning team was guided
by two well-tested aids to organize concepts of
forest sustainability: (1) the Criteria for Sustainable
Forest Management (SFM), developed by the
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Table 4.1 Criteria, elements and values for sustainable forest management

at Upton

Canadian Council of Forest
Ministers (CCFM, 2003); and
(2) Elements of Sustainable
Forest Management,
developed by the Canadian
Standards Association (CSA,
2002).

Outcomes of ForestValues Identification
Two processes were
implemented to determine
people’s values associated
with the Park: (1)
consultations prior to the
Upton Farm master Plan
and (2) consultations with
the community as part of
the Upton Farm Master
Plan process. The 2013
workshop and survey yielded
the following sentiments,
captured as keywords
describing what the Park
means to so many people:
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SFM Criteria
(inspired by CCFM,
2003)

SFM Elements
(inspired by CSA,
2007)

Values Associated with Upton Farm
(inspired by various Upton-related
documents, forums and discussions)

1. Biological
Diversity

Ecosystem Diversity

1.1 diverse forest ecosystems

Species Diversity

1.2 natural species abundance and distribution

Genetic Diversity

1.3 native species of trees and other organisms

Sites of Special
Biological Significance

1.4 sites of special biological significance

2. Ecosystem
Condition and
Productivity

Forest Ecosystem
Resilience

2.1 resilient forest ecosystems

Forest Ecosystem
Productivity

2.2 productive forest ecosystems

3. Soil and Water

Soil Quality and
Quantity

3.1 nutrient-rich soils free of toxins
3.2 soils kept in place

Water Quality and
Quantity

3.3 sediment- and toxin-free freshwater
3.4 abundant groundwater

Carbon Uptake and
Storage

4.1 high rates of carbon uptake
4.2 large carbon reservoirs in soil and plants

Forest Land
Conversion

4.3 minimum land in non-forest cover

5. Economic and
Social Benefits

Non-timber Benefits

5.1 diverse recreational opportunities
5.2 preserved cultural heritage
5.3 rich cultural-heritage appreciation
5.4 diverse opportunities for nature appreciation
5.4 diverse educational opportunities

6. Society’s
Responsibility

Respect for Aboriginal
Forest Values,
Knowledge and Uses

6.1 respectful appreciation of Aboriginal forest
values, knowledge and uses

Fair and Effective
Decision-making

6.2 fair and effective processes for stakeholder
and public engagement in Farm decisionmaking

4. Role in Global
Ecological Cycles

•

a major city destination for
passive recreation

•

a nature-dominated
landscape

•

an oasis from the
surrounding city

•

natural beauty

•

place to connect with local history

•

place for walking, dog-walking, running,
picnicking

•

place of contemplation

•

landscape for all seasons, for all citizens

•

atmosphere of peace, tranquillity, serenity

Criteria are large groupings of forest values and elements are smaller groups of
forest values. Values are attributes associated with the Upton Farm forest that will
assist in achieving stakeholder satisfaction. The values are formulated as
completions to the following sentence: “We value: . . .”

•

natural place of relief

By and large, people really want to have a mature
forest, and open fields that frame distant vistas, to
serve as a sanctuary from the bustle of city life.

4.3 Objectives, Indicators, Targets
It seems clear that Charlottetown citizens would
like a naturalized forest and remnant grasslands to
be the dominant ecosystem of Upton Farm. The
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Table 4.2 Values, objectives, indicators and targets at Upton
Values Associated with Upton
Farm
(see Table 4-1 above)

Objectives

Indicators

Targets

1.1 diverse forest
ecosystems

- establish diverse forest
ecosystems across the Farm
landscape

- degree of concordance of Upton - all forest ecosystems in
forest ecosystems with the relevant Upton conform to relevant
FEC types in PEI
Forest Ecosystem Classification
(FEC) types

1.2 natural species
abundance and distribution

- encourage natural abundances
and distributions of native
species

- population status of all native
plant and animal species

1.3 native species of trees
and other organisms

- except in the case of adaptation - number of non-native plant and
animal species with expanding
to climate change, foster
populations within the Farm
establishment and growth of
species native to the Acadian
forest

- healthy populations of all
native plant and animal
species except those which
can not survive in a small
urban-isolated forest
- zero non-native species with
expanding populations

1.4 sites of special biological - conserve sites of special
significance
biological significance such as
wetlands and ponds

- status of sites of special
biological significance

- stability (non-decline) of
sites of special biological
significance

2.1 resilient forest
ecosystems

- maintain resilience of forest
ecosystems

- adequacy of regeneration of all
forest sites

- full regeneration success of
all forest sites

2.2 productive forest
ecosystems

- maintain processes of primary
productivity

- rate of net primary productivity

- Upton to conform to the
average of similar sites in
rural PEI

3.1 nutrient-rich soils free of
toxins

- maintain soil nutrient pools
- increase soil organic matter
- prevent soil erosion

- soil pools of Ca and Mg
- average thickness of surface
organic soil horizon
- rate of soil loss from forest
ecosystems

- minimize reductions in Ca
and Mg pools
- increased average thickness
of surface organic soil horizon
- minimize rate of soil loss
from forest ecosystems

3.2 soils kept in place

3.3 sediment- and toxin-free
freshwater
3.4 abundant groundwater

- maintain clean stream waters
- turbidity of streamflow
- maintain maximum groundwater - depth to watertable
recharge rates

- clear streamflow
- minimize depth to
watertable

4.1 high rates of carbon
uptake

- maximize net carbon uptake
- maximize carbon pools

- net carbon flux
- total carbon stocks

- forest ecosystems net
carbon sink
- increased total carbon
stocks

4.3 minimum land in nonforest cover

- maximize land area in forest
cover

- net land area in forest

- net maintenance or increase
in forested land area

5.1 diverse recreational
opportunities

- provide diverse opportunities
for foot-based (and wheel-chair
accessible) recreation
- preserve/maintain selected sites
of cultural heritage
- provide diverse opportunities
for appreciation of cultural
heritage
- provide diverse opportunities
for nature appreciation
- provide diverse opportunities
for all levels of education

- satisfaction of park users with
opportunities for recreation,
education and appreciation of
cultural and natural heritage

- majority of Farm users
satisfied (or better) with
opportunities for recreation,
education and appreciation of
cultural and natural heritage

6.1 respectful appreciation
of Aboriginal forest values,
knowledge and uses

- respect Aboriginal values,
knowledge and uses associated
with the Upton lands

- satisfaction of Aboriginal
stakeholders with Farm
management

- Aboriginal stakeholder
leadership satisfied with
respect for Aboriginal values,
knowledge and uses

6.2 fair and effective
processes for stakeholder
and public engagement in
Farm decision-making

- implement fair and effective
processes for stakeholder and
public engagement in park
decision-making

- satisfaction of Chttn residents
and other Farm stakeholders with
Upton decision-making processes

- majority of Chttn residents
and other Farm stakeholders
satisfied (or better) with
opportunities for participation
in Upton decision-making
processes

4.2 large carbon reservoirs
in soil and plants

5.2 preserved cultural
heritage
5.3 rich cultural-heritage
appreciation
5.4 diverse opportunities for
nature appreciation
5.5 diverse educational
opportunities
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Table 4.3 Targets and Generic actions for the management of Upton Farm
Targets

Generic Actions

- all forest ecosystems in Upton - create a soils map, with topographic data also shown
conform to relevant FEC types in - establish FEC vegetation types consistent with the soil types
PEI
- healthy populations of all
native plant and animal species
except those which can not
survive in a small urban-isolated
forest

- as above
- encourage diverse habitat conditions, including large snags and downed woody
debris
- maintain diversity of sizes within stands, consistent with silvics of the
respective species

- zero non-native species with
expanding populations

- Tree species - for all non-natives undertake ‘girdling’ to eradicate the species
but still provide a snag for wildlife.
- non-tree species - implement program to reduce stands of Japanese knotweed;

- stability (non-decline) of sites
- take site-specific actions to maintain, enhance, restore and recreate wetlands
of special biological significance and ponds
- full regeneration success of all
forest sites

- where necessary (e.g., grassy areas), plant seedlings of native species
appropriate to the site; where necessary, use manual weeding to reduce
vegetative competition and maintain viability of planted seedlings

- Upton to conform to the
average of similar sites in rural
PEI

- keep forests in natural conditions for species balances and age-class structures
of s

- minimize reductions in Ca and - keep all fine and coarse woody debris on site
Mg pools
- minimize site disturbance during woodlands operations
- increased average thickness of
surface organic soil horizon
- minimize rate of soil loss from
forest ecosystems
- clear streamflow
- minimize depth to watertable

- minimize site disturbance during woodlands operations
- channel road runoff to holding ponds

- forest ecosystems net carbon
sink
- increased total carbon stocks

- keep forests in natural conditions for species balances and age-class structures
of trees
- keep all forest litter on site

- net maintenance or increase in
forested land area

- keep the forest at its present extent, or allow it to increase
- if forest area within the park is converted to non-forest cover, increase its extent
elsewhere in the park

- majority of park users satisfied - implement an annual satisfaction survey of park users
(or better) with opportunities for - improve facilities (paths, signage, other amenities) and information programs to
recreation, education and
improve satisfaction if warranted
appreciation of cultural and
natural heritage
- majority of Chttn residents and - implement an annual satisfaction survey of Chttn citizens and other park
other park stakeholders satisfied stakeholders
(or better) with opportunities for - implement improved participatory processes if warranted
participation in Upton decisionmaking processes
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management plan takes the view that the widest
range of people’s values—consistent with the concept
of an urban conservation park—should be satisfied.
Those values must include ecological, social and
economic components, the three pillars of sustainable
development.

step was to identify appropriate goals, indicators
and targets for the identified values (Table 4.2). The
final step was to identify the kinds of actions Farm
managers would need to take to satisfy the targets
and thus move Upton Farm in directions that satisfy
the public’s values (Table 4.3).

Following the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development in 1992, the Canadian
Council of Forest Ministers (CCFM) embarked on a
process to define sustainable forests in a Canadian
context. The CCFM’s framework is led by six criteria
that define the broadest spectrum of possible
forest values (Table 4.1). The CCFM also developed
elements to define the criteria; they were modified
by the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) to
be applied at the local level. In addition, the CSA
developed a framework for translating local values
into objectives, indicators and targets so that forest
managers could be clearly guided in determining
what management actions could be designed and
implemented. While the CSA’s framework was
developed mainly for timber-producing forests, it also
applicable in the management of “protection forests,”
of which Upton is one.

4.4 Forest Management Strategies

Thus, the framework for sustainable forest
management that guides the future development
of the Farm’s woodland includes criteria, elements,
values, goals, indicators, targets and actions. The first
step was to organize a series of forest values into
the CCFM and CSA framework (Table 4.1). The second

The kind of forest ecosystem that will best meet
public expectations in Upton Farm is a naturalized
forest. This means that managers will try to establish
as natural a forest ecosystem as possible, with
modest interventions and localized tweaks to meet
specific needs and values.

At Upton Farm, the best way to give visitors the
kind of ecosystem they prefer, as reflected above
in the discussion on forest values, is to implement
values-directed adaptive forest management. This
approach has two main themes. First, “valuesdirected” means that the public’s forest values
influence the way the forest is managed. Second,
“adaptive” means that management activities are
designed and implemented so as to direct forest
development in specific directions. If monitoring
shows that the actions will not result in the expected
forest development, the management strategy
will be reviewed to determine a more appropriate
direction. Basically, managers will adapt in response
to uncertainties and weaknesses in the management
system as they are revealed.
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4.5 The Ecological
Forest Management
Framework for Upton
With an understanding of the
public’s forest values and with
the lessons learned from similar
coastal forests in New England
and Atlantic Canada, an ecological
forest framework can be adopted
for Upton Farm. One of the main
goals of the management plan is
to create a diverse and sustainable
forest. Therefore, it is important to
define areas of uniform landscape
character that will support a mix
of suitable Acadian forest tree
species; and, to encourage an
uneven-aged forest structure with
a mix of young successional and
old successional species in various
stages of growth.
Some species grow well in poorly
drained soils, while others cannot
tolerate shade, wind or salt
spray. Classifying the landscape
is the first step in determining
vegetation suitability at the Farm.
Generally, plants will thrive where
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the habitat is best suited for
them. However, unsuitable plants
can still grow and compete with
better-suited plants, hampering
their growth or slowing stand
succession. Ultimately, species that
are not suited to a site can be a
safety or nuisance problem.
While numerous biophysical
elements such as soil, vegetation
and slope characterize the Farm’s
ecosystem, some are more
relevant for species suitability than
others. This is especially true given
that certain elements contribute
to or deter large-scale forest
threats. The long-term, large-scale
threats to forest sustainability
at Upton include hurricanes, ice
storms, fire, global warming, pests
and poor management. Most of
these threats can be ameliorated
through insightful management.
An uneven-aged mix of species
across Upton is the healthiest and
most natural state of any forest.
Such forests are more resistant
to pests and are much more
likely to adapt to the effects of

climate change. Encouraging a
wide age structure variation of
a century or more will ensure a
healthy and structurally diverse
forest. This approach significantly
differs from just letting a field
revert to nature all at once. Field
abandonment creates a more
homogeneous forest and an evenage structure which is less resilient
to change and pests, and in which
competition for light and nutrients
ultimately retards growth. Instead,
encouraging pockets of uneven
aged species creates a more
structurally resilient forest.
This plan calls for human
assistance in forest succession for
two reasons: (a) to accelerate the
arrival of the late-successional tree
species; and (b) to target specific
locations within the meadows for
immediate reforestation while
other locations remain in an open
condition for some decades or
longer.
The following forest-management
framework begins by prioritizing
a sustainable structure for a
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future forest of Upton. The following
concepts outline the priorities for
the forest, and their placement is
illustrated on Map 4.1:

forest matrix. Overly represented species in the
forest should be selectively ‘edited’ to make way
for new diverse species.

Create Uneven-Aged “Islands”
Diversify the Existing Remnant
Forests (Witness Groves)
The trees that are currently growing
at Upton Farm are a testament to the
past uses and settlement patterns
and provide a 60-80 year head
start on the infant forest of
today. The patches of forest and
hedgerow corridors, improve the prospects for
recolonization and naturalization of the surrounding
forest matrix. They provide a nearby seed source,
they improve the surrounding microclimate for
other colonizers, and enhance soil moisture and
retention, and they offer a valuable natural habitat
for other symbiotic species. Remnant forest areas
at the Farm should be assessed for Acadian Species
diversity and Large container or bare root stock
should be supplemented to promote diversity
where needed. In particular, the long-successional
species not currently well represented in the
witness groves could include hemlock, red spruce,
silver maple, striped maple, cedar, beech, black
cherry, red oak, and white ash. These species
should be strategically introduced into the witness

Planting larger caliper sized stock is part of the
reforestation strategy. Instead of the traditional
approach of planting larger ‘buffers’ of trees,
the approach at Upton will focus on planting
‘islands’ of caliper witness trees in some of the
open fields. Over the years, successively larger
bands of naturalized species will be preserved
surrounding the islands with the planted species
acting as a seed source (from wind and birds)
and moderating the microclimate for surrounding
successional species. The planted trees should be
closely managed for survival and the ‘succession
bands’ should be slowly allowed to grow in 5 year
increments.

Encourage staged regeneration on
selected field areas
Encouraging an uneven-aged forest structure at
Upton Farm is a high priority. This is both good for
the forest and good for users who will be able to
enjoy a range of forest types from early to late
successional. This means selecting fields over time
for natural regeneration rather than encouraging
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regeneration of all fields at once. Some fields
should be preserved to maintain the agricultural
heritage. These fields will need periodic cutting or
burning to maintain their condition.

Strengthen the Riparian Buffer
The current riparian forest (along the North River
and 2 stream corridors on the property) is low
in diversity with mostly spruce, poplar, birch and
maple. The understorey is also not well developed.
A 20-30m buffer should be strengthened with
selective plantings of seedlings, container and
occasional bare root stock and natural regeneration
should be encouraged. Additional riparian species
should include red maple, tamarack, silver maple,
cedar, hemlock,fir and cherry. In these buffer
areas, pathways should be restricted to 1m wide
paths and understorey revegetation should be
encouraged.

Expand the Hedgerows with succession
bands
The existing hedgerows are the backbone of an
expanded forest corridor providing a seed source,
wildlife travelways, favourable microclimatic
conditions and shade variation encouraging a wider
range of species on both sides of the hedgerow.
The width of the hedgerows should be expanded
incrementally by reducing the adjacent field cutting
in swaths over time. We would recommend 5-8 M
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swaths in 5-10 year increments.
There may be a need for early competition control
to secure a high seedling survival rate - this would
be done manually. There may also be a need for
later editing of the species composition of the
new tree stands because trees of less desirable
species will likely become established on their
own, potentially dominating the growing space in
some areas and threatening the early growth of the
planted trees. Depending on rabbit populations,
there may also be a need for protection of young
seedlings from browsing. This can be accomplished
with transparent plastic tubes inside of which the
seedlings grow during their first years. Spacing of
the seedlings should be within the range of 1 to 2
m. Irregular placement as well as varied spacing
of the seedlings is desirable so that the resulting
stand has a more natural look and feel - this is not
a plantation dedicated to the production of timber
for the market. After 10 to 20 years of growth, the
new stands will require little to no maintenance.

Preserve the Specimen Trees
A common feature of the rural PEI rural landscape
are scattered trees called specimen trees. These
can be extremely attractive aesthetically and serve
as useful shade trees for visitors to Upton Farm
on a hot summer day. Specimen trees are usually
limited in number and distribution in an open field,
and the species are usually long-lived and wind-
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MAP 4.1 ECOLOGICAL FOREST FRAMEWORK MAP
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MAP 4.2 FOREST AESTHETICS
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Figure 4.2 Specimen Tree on the Shubenacadie River
firm. The best species for large specimen trees are
red oak, sugar maple, green ash, or eastern white
pine. Locations for the planting of specimen trees
should be determined based on local site conditions
and possible vista enhancement. Specimen trees
would best be planted using caliper or even larger
stock. They should not be tethered for stability
at the time planting - this reduces the early
development of wind-resistant root structures and
trunks.

Incorporate Climate Change into a forest
stand

•

needleleaved-dominant forests are generally
more fire-prone and windthrow-prone than
mixedwood or broadleaved-dominant forests;

•

litter from mixedwood forests is less acidic than
from needleleaved-dominant forests;

•

forests with high tree-species diversity are less
likely to suffer catastrophic damage from insects
and diseases;

•

broadleaved-species rooting systems generally
exploit more of the soil profile and can access
nutrients from deep soils;

•

climax forests on such lands along the Atlantic
coast of PEI are typically mixed woods; and

•

mixedwood forests are visually pleasing year
round.

Identify a 2-3 acre ‘research’ plot that can
incorporate more temperate Carolinian species
within an Acadian Forest matrix. The matrix
could include warmer climate species like
American Baswood, Silver Maple and Butternut.
It could also include select Carolinian species like
Tulip-tree, (Liriodendron tulipifera), Flowering
Dogwood, (Cornus florida), Eastern Redbud, (Cercis
canadensis), Bitternut Hickory (Carya cordiformis),
Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis), Blue ash (Fraxinus
quadrangulata), Honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos),
Black Walnut ( Juglans nigra), Sycamore (Platanus
occidentalis), Hoptree (Ptelea trifoliata), or Pin Oak
(Quercus palustris).

[Note: Foresters usually classify forest stands into
composition classes based on species composition to
the nearest 10 percentage points. For our purposes,
needleleaved stands are those with 70 per cent or
more trees of needleleaved species, broadleaved
stands are those with 30 per cent or fewer trees of
needleleaved species and mixedwood stands have 40
to 60 per cent needleleaved trees.]

Focus Remaining Forest Matrix on
Mixedwood

4.6 Climate Change and the
Changing Acadian Forest

The remnant forest witness groves are primarily a
mixedwood forest. The future forest matrix should
favour a mixedwood and broadleaved-dominant
forest composition (see Note below). The reasons
for this include:

It is generally accepted that climate change will
change the composition of Canada’s forests drastically
over the next century. Increasing temperatures will
shift the Acadian forest boundary north at a very
swift pace. Most tree species can migrate naturally
a few hundred metres per year but experts estimate
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the change could be moving northward by several
kilometres per year1. Tree species and genotypes
will acclimatize, adapt, and migrate; however, in
many cases, the rate and magnitude of future
climate change may significantly exceed the ability
of tree species to naturally adjust. Tree species may,
therefore, become increasingly maladapted to sites
across Atlantic Canada.
The general effects of climate change on tree species
include changes in:
•

regeneration success

•

forest health (e.g., reduced vigour,
maladaptation, and increased mortality)

•

productivity (positive in some places; negative
in other places)

•

amount of growing stock (as a result of
increased frequency, intensity, duration, and
location of disturbances)

•

species ranges, species composition, age class
distribution, and forest structure at any given
location, over time.

There are ways to incorporate climate change in the
planning of future forests on PEI. The Canadian Forest
Council has outlined the following considerations for
managing forests in the face of climate change. Some
of these adaptions include:

Fig 4.1 Climate Change impacts on forests. Source: The Canadian Forest Council.
CLIMATE CHANGE

(change in means of key climatic variables and variability)

Effects on resources
required by trees
Z Moisture availability
Z Nutrient availability
Z CO2 fertilization
Effects on site conditions
Permafrost melting
Drying of wetlands
Creation of wetlands
Changes in snow
depth
Z Soil erosion
Z Water-logged soils
Z
Z
Z
Z

Effects on
disturbance
Z Extreme weather
(including drought)
Z Wildfire
Z Insects
Z Disease
Z Freeze-thaw cycles
Z Flooding

Effects on individual
organisms
Z Phenology
Z Respiration
Z Photosynthesis
Z Metabolism
Z Growth
Z Health
Z Mortality
Z Reproduction
Z Water-use
efficiency

1
Vulnerability of Canadaʼs Tree Species to Climate Change & Management Options for Adaptation
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DEPENDING ON

IMPACTS ON FORESTS

Z Current age of
individuals
Z The climate
scenario that
actually occurs
Z The time horizon
considered
Z The location
Z Site conditions
Z Competitive
pressure from new
species to the area
Z Competitive
interrelationships
between natives
Z Synchrony of
phenology between
individuals
Z Tolerance of
individuals to change
Z Acclimatization
(phenotypic change)
Z Biological adaptation
(genotypic change)
Z Ability of species
to migrate
Z Human adaptation

Z Loss of forest land in some
area (mainly in moisture
limited areas) and gains in
other areas (mainly northward
and to higher elevations)
Z Change in proportion
of forest land that is
non-regenerated
Z Change in species composition
Z Change in forest yield
Z Change in inventory
Z Introduction of new species
into areas where they have
not been previously observed
Z Change in forest structure
Z Change in age class
distribution
Z Change in habitat
Z Change in forest health
and aesthetics
Z Change in soil disturbance
and water quality
Z Changes in proportion of
forest in various successional
stages
Z Increase in volume of wood
that has been killed by
disturbance but that is
salvageable

(positive and negative)
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•

using large scale disturbances as windows of
opportunity to re-establish forests that are less
vulnerable to future climate change

•

ensuring all disturbed or harvested forests are
promptly reforested with species and seed
sources that are adapted to predicted future
climates (i.e., using assisted migration)

•

reducing reliance on natural regeneration where
naturally regenerated forests will be significantly
maladapted to future climates

•

increasing experimental plantings to test
options for new species, and reviewing existing
plantations of exotics across provinces and
ecozones

•

planting drought-resistant species in areas that
are prone to increased drought

•

identifying stands and forest structures that
are susceptible to large scale disturbances, and
using forest management to favour species and
structures that are less vulnerable

•

introducing select Carolinian species into the
Acadian Forest mix in the areas described
above. This is referred to as “Translocation of
Exotics”. The idea is to introduce plants which
are known to thrive in PEI’s known hardiness
zones but that are not currently part of the
Acadian Forest mix. This strategy involves
introducing a species to a location in which it
has not occurred naturally in the past. Exotic
species may become invasive, and could bring
associated pests and diseases which may

4.7 The Forest Aesthetics
Management Framework
In addition to the previous ecological forestmanagement framework, which provides a broad,
sustainable, forest framework for the whole Farm,
the aesthetic forest framework outlines different
factors that take into account the scenic qualities of
the forest. Forest aesthetics becomes a secondary
element in the forest framework.
Landscape preferences are influenced by age, gender,
ethnicity, region and recreational activity. Forest
preferences can often be at odds with ecological
principles (Figure 4.3; Sheppard, 2001). For instance,
decaying snags have tremendous ecological

High

accounting for changes in future site conditions
in management decisions (e.g., anticipating
where moisture may become limiting)

Public Happy,
Ecologists
Unhappy

Medium

•

react differently in the new environment (i.e.,
they may have higher virulence or undergo
population outbreaks). Many conservation
biologists are strongly opposed to this option
except where invasiveness and pest issues are
well understood. As a consequence, this idea
will need to be studied and documented to
ensure that the species does not spread and
that pests do not compromise existing Acadian
species.

Strong
Agreement

Ecologists
Happy, Public
Unhappy

Low

developing climate-based seed selection
systems for reforestation

Visual quality

•

Low

Medium

High

Ecological sustainability
Figure 4.2 Dichotomy between forest visual quality and ecological sustainability (Sheppard, 2001).
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Table 4.4. Forest Aesthetics Management Framework
Aesthetic Style

Min. Size
(acres)

Characteristics

Management Technique

1

Monoculture or dominant tree. Presence of
certain culturally sacred species. Much light
and shadow (contrast). Visually permeable
canopy. Low, fine, textured understorey (easy
to walk through).

Dominant stands (or monoculture) of deciduous
trees that are culturally sacred (e.g. birch, poplar,
hemlock, red pine). Low understorey with texture
and colour. Variable spacing of trees with ability to
walk under lower limbs. Clearings in the forest
create shafts of light. Single showcased tree with
space around it.

2

Progressively realized views. Changes in
topography. Anomalous subject elements
(built object, rock outcrop, ruins, etc.),
enclosure and expansion of space by forest.
Visibility and variation in the natural horizon.
Layered forest and glade. Dappled
light and shade.

Forest clearing with anomalous subject element.
Variation in the horizon from viewpoint. Succinct
foreground / midground /background from the
viewpoint. Views of subject framed by plant
material. Colour and texture in foreground plant
material. Smell and sound adds another dimension.
Play of light and shade.

1

Characterized by open spaces of gently
sloping lawn or meadow. Irregular
forest edges.

Meadow or turf clearing with forest creating a
constricted gateway entry. No abrupt forest edge on
the periphery. Undulating topography.
Easily walkable.

N/A

Garden style characterized by geometry and
formal shapes, decorative bedding and
individual plantings to highlight exotic plants
or planting groups. Use of garden
furniture or art.

Mildly applicable for Upton Farm. May have bearing
at the entrance or around the Jenkins Homestead.
More formal plantings in landscaped beds. Smell
and colour is important. Not necessarily restricted
to native plant species.

3

Dark, mysterious, high understorey, very
dense canopy, more irregular shaped branch
habit, textural bark, no views of
natural horizon.

Narrow, winding paths. Dense, mostly coniferous,
plantings. Few views of sky with low canopy. No
view of natural horizon. Introduce select mysterious
species (witch hazel, Jack pine, hemlock, beech).
Low-light and thicket type understorey (cinnamon
fern, mosses, blackberry) encouraged. Moss in
trees. Snags and course woody debris.

Sacred Forest

Picturesque

Pastoral

Gardenesque

Forest Primeval

value, but Park users often dislike their appearance.
Park managers will lean toward the ecological forestmanagement approach that takes into account
aesthetic forest-management factors.
Forest aesthetics is a relatively new trend in forest
management; however, in the last 20 years the
subject has received considerable attention and
research (Marc and Hill, 2001). Most of the research,
unfortunately, focuses on long-distance visual
resource management (views from highways of
distant mountain timber cutting). There is little
research on the aesthetics of forest design as it could
be applied to an urban park such as Upton Farm.
Several notable landscape architects have used
aesthetic principles in forest design. Capability Brown,
for instance, pioneered an approach to aesthetics in
forest design. In 1857 Frederick Law Olmsted used
picturesque and “pastoral” principles in laying out
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New York’s Central Park. For the picturesque, Olmsted
“employed rich and varied plantings that created
complexity of light and shadow near the eye, in
contrast to the open spaces and delicate, indefinite
boundaries of the pastoral style” (McLaughlin, 1983).
There are six aesthetic styles that could be used
sparingly at Upton Farm to increase public access
to different forest views. Application of these
styles will take place within the background matrix
of the Acadian forest. Table 4.4 lists the aesthetic
style, the characteristics of the style and appropriate
management techniques. To realize the full intent of
the style, the table also identifies a minimum size for
using the approach. Map 4.2 potential locations for
each forest aesthetic style. Ideally, pathways in the
Farm should bisect these areas so that visitors are
immersed in the intended aesthetic style.
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4.8 Principles for Species and Stand
Management
The following list of specific management principles
provide detail to the Design Criteria for Forests
outlined in Chapter 3:

Native Tree Species
In this Plan, Upton Farm will become a more natural
Acadian forest ecosystem. Thus, it is important
to choose native tree species (Table 2.2) in tree
regeneration. For the following three reasons, it
may be necessary to depart somewhat from this
principle:
1. Across the Maritimes, American beech (Fagus
grandifolia) has been stricken with a non-native
bark disease, however the PEI National Parks
have had some success with a disease resistant
native species. Ensure that only disease resistant
species are used at Upton Farm.
•

•

Some native species such as red spruce may be
susceptible to damage from non-native pests,
and it may therefore become necessary to reduce
the occurrence of such susceptible species to
help control non-native pests.
With impending climate change, in particular the
trend of warmer temperatures, some native tree
species may fail to grow vigorously. Therefore, it
may be wise to consider which tree species from
milder climates, such as that in southwestern
Ontario and the New England states, might be
better suited to the upcoming century’s climate in
Charlottetown, and plant some of those species
in the Park.

Tolerant Tree Species
The natural Acadian forest is diverse and includes
36-plus native tree species. Some of these, such

as aspen/poplar and white birch, are abundant and
relatively shade intolerant and short lived; others
such as sugar maple and hemlock are shade tolerant
and long lived.
Figure 4.3 Beech Bark
While all native tree
Disease
species should be
represented at
Upton Farm the
shade-tolerant,
long-lived species
will be favoured
immediately.
This approach
will hasten the
development of
a relatively stable
overstorey canopy.
A focus on six tree
species inparticuular
should be
considered (sugar
maple, yellow birch,
red oak, eastern
hemlock, white pine
and red spruce).

Mixed-Age Trees
In a mature or old-growth Acadian forest dominated
by shade-tolerant species, stands are characterized
by trees of all ages: old ones that may soon die
and turn into snags or large fallen logs on the
forest floor; mature trees forming the main canopy;
saplings that may join the canopy when a veteran
tree dies and fall down; and seedlings eager to join
the ranks of the saplings. This mixed-age situation is
visually attractive and diverse. Farm managers will
use restoration practices that promote mixed-age
stands as soon as possible. With time, such stands
will form the characteristics commonly associated
with old-growth forests.
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Natural Regeneration
The best way to recreate a dynamic naturalforest ecosystem at Upton Farm is to encourage
natural tree regeneration wherever it can and will
occur. Natural regeneration is favoured when the
propagules needed to establish seedlings of native
species are more or less well distributed in and on
the soil across the Farm. The following four-step
strategy for tree regeneration across most of the
Park guides the regeneration process:
•

(a) Planting to diversify the mix of longlived Acadian forest species, and to establish
appropriate species balances in the designated
areas for broadleaved, mixedwood and
needleleaved stands.

•

(b) Fill-planting in areas where few trees of any
desired species seem to be growing naturally.

•

(c) Allow regrowth to occur naturally, with few
interventions, within five to 10 years.

•

(d) Editing of the natural regeneration by cutting
out unwanted seedlings and saplings to provide
the best possible species mix and a healthy
spacing of trees.

Snags and Fallen Trees
A healthy, natural, Acadian forest ecosystem
contains standing dead trees (snags) and fallen
dead trees (downed logs). Both snags and downed
logs provide an essential habitat for hole-nesting
birds such as woodpeckers, insects, amphibians
and decomposers such as fungi. Farm managers
will leave all snags standing until they fall naturally,
except where public safety near pathways is a risk.
All fallen logs will be left in place except where
they may contribute to the proliferation of nonnative species such as the Brown Spruce Longhorn
Beetle. Unsightly downed woody debris near
pathways will be pulled deeper into the forest,
with any butt ends of cut logs located out of path
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users’ view. Downed logs may also be placed to
slow or redirect runoff, block unauthorized paths
or create seedling nursery areas. When used for
these purposes, their position should appear to be
entirely natural. A goal of 5 live cavity trees per
acre, and 5 dead snags per acre (all greater than 30
cm dia.), on average, should be set for existing and
future forest patches.

4.9 Understorey Vegetation
Management
Where it exists at Upton, the forest’s understorey
is a highly conspicuous element in the woodland
landscape that merits conservation for its aesthetic
value. Within the forest ecosystem, the understorey
is the nursery that shapes renewal, as well an
important habitat for fauna. Understorey vegetation
management aims to enhance our awareness of
understorey health and promote an understanding
of the dynamics that shape its development. The
current state of understorey vegetation provides little
immediate concern but warrants ongoing study.

Understorey Vegetation Monitoring
Understanding of the Acadian forest understorey
is not well developed, and this is particularly true
for urban forests. Park managers will implement a
program of regular monitoring to ensure effective
long-term understorey vegetation management.
The understorey in the riparian and wetlands areas
of the property deserve particular attention and
study. A detailed survey will identify special areas
of concern and appropriate management guidelines
will be developed.

Eliminate Invasive Non-native Plant
Species
Invasive non-native plant species with the potential
to interfere with the natural ecology of the forest
understorey will be selectively removed from the
Park.
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Table 4.5. Understorey non-native plant treatments
Treatments for the removal of
invasive herbaceous plants are
presented in Table 4.5

Invasive Non-Native

Treatment

Glossy Buckthorn (Frangula alnus)

The tree or shrub forms a dense canopy that shades competing
species. Its roots secrete a chemical that is poisonous to other
species. Small buckthorn seedlings can be readily removed by
hand, or with the use of a “weed wrench.” Although effective,
mechanical removal disturbs the soil and encourages
reinfestation or colonization of other weeds so that loose soil
should be tamped down to make a firm surface.

False Spirea (Sorbaria sorbifolia)

False spirea is a common landscaping plant on PEI. to remove,
it can be dug up so long as the roots are all removed.

Reed Canary Grass (Phalaris
arundinacea)

Reed canary grass is ubiquitous and not realistic to try to
control or completely eradicate. Herbicides have been
somewhat successful but are not permitted for NAPA
designated properties.

Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia
japonica)

Digging is not recommended as it is almost impossible to
remove all the roots and since plants start readily from the
smallest bit of rhizome it is very possible to start new
populations when discarding the rhizomes/plants that you have
dug up. Also Japanese knotweed is recognized as one of the
most invasive plants in the world and is listed on the Global IS
Database as one of the top 100 worst invaders in the world (this
list includes more than just plants).It is a great risk and, where
present, will eradicate all other plants in its vicinity. The PEI
Invasive Species Council have now been working to eradicate a
relatively small population in Victoria Park for 8 years and have
almost succeeded by covering it with tarp, 8” of soil, seeding it
to grass and mowing the area plus pulling plants around
perimeter of patch every week.
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4.10 Managing Dogs in Natural Areas
Pet friendly parks have grown to become a key
strategy for improving human health and well-being
in Canadian cities. With decreasing family size and
increasing single and senior households, pets play an
increasingly important role in people’s lives. Over 20
municipalities in Canada have created off-leash areas
for dog owners (“Best Practices Review of Off Leash
Programs in Canada”2). Some of these areas have
developed policies and management plans, some
have only designated areas with simple rules. There
are no consistent best practices however, since most
cities are in the infant stages of developing programs
with some of the earliest programs beginning in
2005.
Clearly, there are challenges with dogs in nature
parks, that can only be overcome with proper
management. The challenges include:
•

dog waste on trails and in natural areas

•

Vegetation trampling

•

Natural wildlife disruptions

•

Social conflicts with aggressive dogs

Some of these issues can be addressed through
2
http://princegeorge.ca/cityliving/parks/
peoplepetsparks/Documents/Best%20Practices%20
Review%20of%20Oﬀ%20Leash%20Programs.pdf
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design, but most require a dedicated management
and governance structure to ensure compliance.

Managing Dogs Through Design
From a design perspective, there are several things
that can be done to mitigate conflicts at Upton
Farm.
1. Upton Farm will designate 3 types of areas
which will include Off-leash areas, On-leash
areas and No Dog areas. Generally speaking,
there should be a balance of these areas in the
park.
2. The off-leash area should be designated in
an area that is separate but easily accessible,
connected by on-leash areas and away from
the No Dog areas. The Off-leash area will not
be fenced in, but instead, should use natural
features (like watercourses ) to easily define the
boundary.
3. Within the off-leash area, there may be sensitive
natural areas that will require unobtrusive
fencing (or dense native plantings) to protect
specific ecological features like wetlands,
riparian areas or sensitive wildlife areas.
4. Waste removal stations should be installed and
regularly maintained.
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5. There should be opportunities for swimming so
that dogs can cool down and drink.
6. There should be seating areas for dog owners.
7. Signage is necessary to assist with rule
compliance.

The off-leash alliance would need to create,
administer and police the rules of the Farm. The
framework should include:
•

Posting of Dog Control Laws and rules for the
dog park on signage within the designated areas

•

Administering dog waste pickup rules and
working with the city for maintenance of dog
waste station pickup

•

Education programs to minimize impacts of dogs
on natural areas at Upton Farm

•

policing of aggressive dogs and noncompliant
dog owners.

•

Enforcing on and off-leash rules at the Farm.

Dog Control Bylaw
The City of Charlottetown has a Dog Control Bylaw
(which is administered through the PEI Humane
Society) which sets out rules for dog control for any
dog living (or visiting) within the city. All dogs living
in the city must be licensed with dog tags, while
dogs from other jurisdictions visiting the city do not
require tags.

Administering Dog Management
There needs to be a clear administrative and
reporting structure with respect to managing off
and on-leash dogs at Upton in order to create
accountability and to oversee dog management
on non-public lands. As private lands, the City
cannot manage the property for dog uses with the
exception of administering and enforcing the Dog
Control Bylaw. The current Upton Trust bylaw does
not specifically address dog management as a
‘purpose’ (Schedule “A”) for the Trust so mandating
dog management as a responsibility of the Trust is
impossible under the current Bylaws.

This organization should report directly to the
Trust on a regular basis and should be the point
of contact for the Trust with regard to rules and
enforcement. In the end, there needs to be a
management structure put in place to ensure the
intent of the Natural Areas Protection Act is fulfilled
and that dogs, people and nature can respectfully
coexist.

The simplest approach to overseeing the rules for
dogs at Upton would be lease a portion of the land
to an Upton Farm Off-Leash Alliance for $1 per year
with the Trust insuring the club annually as part
of its insurance policy. This means that the group
would have no expenses, but it would provide a
single accountable point of contact to the Upton
Trust to ensure that the operation of the Dog Park
is being undertaken in accordance with the aims
of this master plan and the goals of the NAPA
framework.
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The Upton Farm Off Leash Alliance may want to
register as a Non Profit organization so that it can
collect funds for improvements to the off-leash
area and other duties of the organization. Whether
the organization is charitable or not, there are tax
and governance considerations that would need
further study (See the “Guide to Law for Non Profit
Organizations in Atlantic Canada”3). Governing
documents (bylaws or constitutions) should be
drawn up to define the organizations structure.
The organization should be established as soon as
possible to oversee the Off Leash park components
of this master plan.

4.10 Strategy Implementation and
Monitoring
Responsibilities
Responsibility for implementing the forestmanagement strategy contained in this plan lies
with the Upton Farm Trust with the support of
The City of Charlottetown and the Province of PEI
(see Chapter 6). Physical treatments, such as tree
planting, tree removal and understorey vegetation
control, will be undertaken by Provincial staff,
contractors or, in certain cases, volunteers of the
Trust. Monitoring will be coordinated by staff,
contractors and volunteer researchers (professors
and students) from UPEI and NGO’s. Staff, with the
guidance of the Trust, will perform strategy review
and evaluation.
Control of the dog park will be by a new Upton
Farm Off Leash Alliance (UFOLA) reporting back to
the Upton Trust who would lease the park to them
on an annual basis. The UFOLA would report back
to the Trust regularly and would be the point of
contact for dog owners and the Trust.

3
http://www.cliapei.ca/siteﬁles/File/publications/GEN8.pdf
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Monitoring
Adaptive management requires a strong program
of monitoring to determine actual ecosystem
conditions as they unfold. Therefore, the plan
includes a comprehensive program of forest
monitoring (Table 4.5). Data from the monitoring
program will be analyzed and interpreted by
appropriate experts as determined by the
Monitoring and Research Committee.

Roles for the Public
It may be favourable to use volunteers to assist
with tree planting and maintenance. There are
at least three major advantages to engaging
volunteers: (a) lower cost to establish new
woodland; (b) public education opportunities
abound; and (c) a strong sense of public ownership
can be developed around the Upton Farm
ecosystem.
Charlottetown citizens have several potential roles
in implementing the forest-specific parts of the
Upton Farm Master plan. Some relate to what
citizens can contribute to the Farm, while others
relate to what they can take from it. On the “to”
side, they will have frequent opportunities to
express their views on how Farm management is
proceeding and how their values are being met or
compromised. In addition, two other roles will be
available:
•

(a) helping with Farm maintenance. Trained
volunteers would help manage vegetation by
removing non-native plants and placing wood
chips on forest paths; and

•

(b) helping monitor Farm conditions. Citizens
can register their observations on a wide range
of species and natural events, including birds,
mammals, insects and flowers, and take part in
a photo-monitoring program.
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On the “from” side, citizens stand to gain new
levels of understanding about forests, how
they work and how they benefit society. In this
way, staff and Farm-related groups, along with
education institutions, will explore partnerships and
other opportunities for organizing a wide range
of citizens’ learning opportunities, of which field
trips and outdoor seminars will play a major part.
Volunteer programs will require administrative
support and integration into Park administration.
For the UFOLA, any member of the public could
become a member of the organization or board of
directors.

4.11 Strategy Evaluation
In all managed systems, managers want to know as
quickly as possible if current strategies are working
as expected. Forests do not grow like cornfields,
where a farmer can determine within weeks whether
fertilizer or weed control is necessary. Instead, they
grow slowly, and it takes years before managers can
be sure whether the strategies are working. Thus, the
following schedule will be followed to evaluate the
level of success in managing the Farm’s forests:
•

(a) annual review to examine measurements
of fast-responding variables such as vegetation
control (for example, non-native understorey
plants) and to prepare for the annual work plan;

•

(b) five-year review to examine measurements
of slower variables, such as regeneration and
stand responses to thinnings and other harvests,
and to provide for interim evaluation of forestmanagement strategies; and

•

(c) 10-year review to examine
measurements of slow variables such
as forest development (based on
full forest inventory) and
full evaluation of forestmanagement strategies.
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Chapter

05:

Master Plan

This chapter describes the physical plans for Upton
Farm over the next 50-100 years. As was noted in the
previous chapter (the Management Plan), a healthy
and diverse forest is reliant on an uneven-aged forest
structure and it is the slow evolution of the natural
landscape (like cultivating a crop over time) that
creates structural diversity and strengthens the gene
pool from pests and severe climatic conditions. In this
case, even if we could replant the entire property
today, it would not be the best long-term strategy for
the forest ecosystem. Instead, the management plan
introduced a staged implementation strategy to see
the plan progressively realized over the next 50-100
years, with built in checks and balances to fine tune
and strengthen the forest for the experiences which
it was ‘designed’ to create.
The management plan (Chapter 4) describes the
most important actions required to restore the forest
and cultivate the experiences that visitors value. This
chapter presents an overall development plan for
the Farm, recommendations for a variety of systems,

including arrival, circulation, activity centres and and
more detailed concepts for other areas of the Farm.
Restoration of a resilient Park forest will be most
successfully achieved through the care of the natural
systems that have produced the Acadian forest.
Forest restoration is vital for ecological reasons,
as well as to re-establish the character and look
of the Farm that the community values. A second
cornerstone for the renewal of Upton Farm is the
desire to conserve cultural resources in the form
of agricultural fields, and mark the past presence
of the homestead and research station. Revisions
to the management process will help with carrying
out the master plan’s recommendations, as will a
strategy that involves the public in an active and
engaged way. The Farm should promote a greater
understanding of and appreciation for our natural and
cultural surroundings, support the safe enjoyment
of its spaces and prevent external influences from
detracting from its character.
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5.1 The Idea Behind The Plan
Upton Farm’s master plan builds upon the identity of
the site as a naturalistic forest in the city. The plan
aims to make the Farm an “urban refuge” by achieving
a balance between forests and glades, water and
land, and old and young users. The Farm will be a
combination of great trees, remarkable views, plentiful
paths, fascinating destinations and noteworthy
landmarks once again.

Fig 5.0 Framework Plan

Upton Farm was recently entrusted to the community
to serve as a place of rest, recreation and appreciation
for the city’s residents; a place where urban dwellers
can commune with nature. The intrigue of past uses,
the ability to interact with and be immersed in nature,
the panoramic views of the North River, the layering
of history and the activities that took place on the
property were central to the early experience. These
experiences are still as important today as they were
in the beginning.
The distinctive connection that exists between what
could, at first glance, seem like opposing spaces and
uses, defines the Farm; for example, walking through
a lush forest setting so close to the main gateway
highway into the city and the distant rolling agricultural
fields across the North River. It is this exceptional and
complex mix of natural and cultural elements that has
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given birth to the following simple yet worthy design
objective: to make the Farm better. This idea, based
on creating prime conditions for people and nature
working together to sustain the forests, is rooted
in understanding current realities and dynamics.
Detailed scientific knowledge of physical and natural
elements, combined with an understanding of how
views, paths and spaces make people feel, is at
the root of the renewal efforts. The master plan
will create, sustain and improve landscape ecology
without negatively affecting beautiful views, and it
will restore and enhance valued experiences while
caring for nature.
In some cases (circulation, furnishings, signing),
design elements will be proposed as Farm-wide
initiatives that will enhance overall identity and
visual consistency. In other cases, design elements
will be used to differentiate specific features and to
celebrate their distinct qualities.

5.2 Circulation Plan
Upton Farm is the largest green space Charlottetown.
As the city continues to grow, Upton Farm will
become better linked to other park networks by
active transportation, possibly a future North River
crossing and hopefully someday to the Confederation
Trail.

The development of the Charlottetown Open Space
plan and Active Transportation Strategy will further
improve Farm access and accommodate other
alternatives to vehicles. The connection of the park
to Poplar Island Factory Shops will create an exciting
new gateway for tourists to spend a few extra hours
exploring nature.

Gateways and Entrances
The Farm has two major entrance gateways and
several smaller secondary entrances. The primary
entrance and parking area off the Upton Road
will be upgraded to include dog and non-dog
parking areas and a primary trail head into the
Farm. Another primary entrance could be from
the Poplar Island parking lot. This entrance will be
used more by tourists and the Upton Entrance will
be used more by locals. The existing Memorial
Forest entrance will also be preserved. It could be
argued that the Capital Drive highway that bisects
the Upton farm site is, itself, a gateway through
the Farm that demands a similar ‘first-impression’
investment.
Secondary gateways are found at the Memorial
Forest near Beach Grove, on Regis Duffy Drive and
from the Hurry Road. While there are no dedicated
parking associated with secondary entrances, there
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Figure 5.1 Main Pedestrian Path

4m

is nearby parking off-site and the entrances access
different parts of the Farm.

Pathway System
The previous paved access road was part of
the Experimental Farm maintenance road. This
old asphalt driveway forms the backbone of
the primary circulation route through the Farm.
Secondary duff trails have been trodden along
the North River and, to some extent, through the
forest and along the hedgerows. A more formal
path hierarchy is part of the master plan. The
potential for improved performance and stability
of pathway surface materials will be studied
through a specific design protocol. Some informal
trails that developed in the wake of the land being
turned over to the community will be closed to
allow regeneration to occur, while a few new trail
connections will be added, improving links within
the Farm and providing new safe access and
separation from dog walkers and non-dog walkers.
The pathways have been designed to provide safe
access for a variety of different users including onleash dog walkers, off-leash dog walkers, and no
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dog walk areas.
As well as serving to prevent damage to the
regenerating forest, clearly marked circulation
routes will help organize activity zones and
help reduce possible conflict between activities.
Planning of Farm circulation will include
improvements to pathway routes in relation to
topography and use of visual cues and subtle
management of vegetation to guide the visitors’
experience. This will emphasize the subtle
differences in environment, natural features and
cultural landmarks throughout the Farm.
Pathway hierarchy will be defined by width,
edge treatment, surface materials, signage and
furnishing types. Openings and framed views of the
distant landscapes will also help distinguish path
categories. Minor paths will be places for individual
meditation and quiet reflection, while wider ones
will be designed for group experiences, panoramic
viewing and activity.
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Figure 5.2 Secondary Pedestrian Path

2-4 m

Main Pedestrian Paths (4 metres wide)
The main path includes the connection between
the main parking area and the north end of the
Farm, offering panoramic views of the area and
access to most of its destinations. The main path
is accessible for service vehicles to empty trash
receptacles or import new vegetation. The main
path should remain universally accessible. To allow
views into the forest, vegetation management on
both sides of these paths will provide lighter levels
of understorey, simultaneously showcasing Acadian
groundcover species. The distant views of the barn
to the north and panoramic views of the river and
surrounding agricultural land should be preserved
whenever possible.
The main path (currently asphalt) will need to
be maintained over time as it is currently rapidly
being overtaken by plants without constant use. In
the future, it may be more economical to replace
the asphalt with crusher dust as it deteriorates,
however, maintaining the authentic asphalt
driveway should remain a high priority.

structures lining the paths will be added. Trailmaintenance trials will explore techniques,
equipment and materials to help maintain the trail
surfaces.

Secondary Pedestrian Paths (2 to 4
metres wide)
The Farm’s secondary paths ensure the connection
between secondary gateways and the Main
Pathway. These include a link between the new
dog parking area and the main trail, the loop
trail along the North River, and the trail from the
Memorial Woods at beach Grove to Poplar Island.
Secondary paths throughout the site will also be
mainly duff with the possibility of wood chips in the
forest to better define the trails. Drainage ditches
and culverts may be necessary where the soil is
hardpan or clay and where drainage concentrates.
Problem areas should be identified and dealt
with according to safety principles that do not
compromise the general landscape goals.

Where required, swales, ditches or drainage
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Figure 5.3 Minor Pedestrian Path

1m
Minor Paths (1 to 2 metres wide)

Entrance paths

Smaller Farm trails and paths will be mostly duff
worn trails which will be defined by a mower
through the fields in the early years or using ties in
trees through the woods. Over time, the path will
become worn through their intended locations.

A series of wood chip paths are proposed to
complete the pathway plans near the main parking
areas. These special paths will direct circulation
and create physical dividers within historically or
ecologically sensitive open areas. The paths have
been routed to closely mimic the old experimental
land roads and paths in keeping with cultural
landscape goals.

Vegetation will be allowed more freedom to grow
naturally next to these smaller paths. Perspectives
will be manipulated to enhance the visitors’
experience and to provide views to important
landmarks that may help with orientation. These
minor paths will give visitors the opportunity
to discover and explore the limits between
needleleaved, broadleaved and mixedwood stands
of trees, along with their individual qualities and
character. These smaller, more intimate paths
can be used as an educational tool to reveal
the different processes, timeline, and subtleties
of natural and human-assisted regenerative
processes.
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5.3 Landscape Experience
Since the Experimental Farm closed down, the
public have had access to the trails and open space
at Upton. The experience of walking through the
forest(s), the distant views, the proximity to the
North River and the freedom of the expansive
open space all contribute to a special landscape
experience for visitors to upton. Over the next
50 years, Upton will “grow up” and the way the
community experiences the landscape will change.
It is important to define some of the things that
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we wish to preserve about the current landscape
experience, while at the same time, envisioning
future experiences that the management plan will
work towards creating.
It is important to note that some of the cultural
features that could intensify the landscape
experience have been lost over time. The Jenkins
Homestead, the MacLeod homestead, the Acadian
settlement, possible First Nations settlements,
the horse racing track, the airport (which was not
located on the Upton site proper), the Experimental
Farm. All these previous uses have given rise to
the landscape that
currently exists. While
nature provides the
anchor for the current
landscape experience,
the previous cultural
uses should be
recognized and
experienced through
something more
than an interpretive
panel. These could include special commemorative
plantings, preservation of special landscapes like

open fields or meadows, the reintroduction of
paddock fences, the interpretation of landscape
‘props’ that may have been found on the Farm,
the use of modern augmented reality applications,
reinterpreting the foundations of buildings, etc.
Clearly, a more detailed interpretive master plan
should be prepared for the site to categorize the
stories, the sources of materials that could tell the
stories, and how best to integrate cultural resources
back to the site. The master plan introduces some of
these ideas but there is more work to do in the future
to honour the history of this special site.

This section sets out design guidelines to help with
the restoration and long-term preservation of valued
Park experiences to bolster the public’s enjoyment.
(A discussion of forest experiences is included in the
forest-management section of Chapter 4.)

Cultural Landmarks
Past cultural uses have left their mark on the
landscape. The old homesteads and their cultural
vegetation, the roadways and paths from the
Experimental Farm, and the quite pastures which
used to host the cows and horses from previous
uses. All of these ‘landmarks’ risk being lost to
time if there is not a plan to protect, restore or
reinterpret them. The master plan should make
provisions to recognize the following landmarks:
1. The Jenkins Property
2. The Experimental Farm property
3. Some of the Fields which housed the various
experimental breeds of cows
4. The Jenkins horse track

5. The Acadian settlement
6. The hedgerows which demarcated fields
The actual method of interpretation for these
cultural sites is hinted at in this report but more
study is needed to thread the stories together with
the landscape experience.

Special Places
Some of the most valued spaces are the quiet
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ones that allow visitors to develop a more personal
connection with nature. Visitors who know
the Farm well may be more familiar with these
locations. The special strength of these areas may
lay in their subtle nature; they evoke as strong an
attachment as the more well-known Farm features
and places.

Views and Vistas
With the ultimate goal of reestablishing the Acadian
Forest at Upton, there is the potential to loose
some existing significant views within the Farm or
from ‘borrowed landscapes’ beyond. The following
Map 5.1 identifies some of the more important
views from inside the Upton Farm that should be
preserved into the future.
Other views at Upton can be justified on
experiential grounds; they provide a valued sight,
which in most cases also has an undocumented
historic value. In many cases, preserving these
views is simply a matter of managing tree
regrowth so that view corridors are conserved and
can become more clearly defined in relation to the
forest over time and as the interior of the Farm
becomes increasingly enclosed once again.
External views are an important attraction in and
of themselves, and they define the context in

which the Farm is positioned. Management inside
the Farm may help maintain views over the water.
Where views terminate on land, however, the
impacts of human development may affect the
quality of views in time. The views across the North
River of current agricultural land are cherished
and appreciated. With land rights, however, farmland could become residential land and the bucolic
views could be lost. Imposing restrictions across
municipal jurisdictions is challenging and it is not
recommended in any case. However, preserving
the views of borrowed landscapes should remain a
goal of the plan.
Valued internal view corridors generally lay
along trails within the Park. These views will be
conserved as the trails are conserved. Views will
be strengthened through the management of
the canopy height and corridor width. Views that
detract from the Farm visitor experience should
also be managed to lessen their impacts.

5.4 Amenities and Furnishings
Proposed amenities for Upton Farm include site
furnishings, restrooms, rustic fences, drinking
fountains, lighting standards at the parking area.
All new facilities will meet current standards for
universal access.

Restrooms
While not an early priority, over time and with
increased use, restrooms will be important for an
open space of this scale. Not providing washroom
facilities limits universal access. In the short-term,
the new connection to the Poplar Island shops and
Beach Grove provides some potential for restroom
access. In the future, modern composting restrooms
should be provided near the parking area, and
possibly near the Dog-park.

Rustic Washroom Facilities
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Offleash Dogs

MAP 5.1 MASTER PLAN
Key Vistas
See Blow-Up
Map 5.5

BioCommons
Main Entrance

See Blow-Up
Map 5.4
Jenkins Homestead
Cultural Pasture

See Blow-Up
Map 5.3

Poplar Island
Carolinian Plot
Look-Off
Succession Forest
Memorial Forest
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MAP 5.2 Dog Zones & Trail Types

Views
Dog Zones
Off-Leash Dogs
On-Leash Dogs
No Dogs

Trail Types
Main Trail
Secondary Trail
Minor Trail
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Drinking fountains
The availability of drinking
water within the Farm is
currently limited. Water
fountains in strategic locations
will be a significant addition
to the Farm as use increases
in the future. Potable water
is available to service the Biocommons entrance
to the Farm, the parking area and possibly from
Poplar Island. Drinking fountains will be proposed at
these 3 key points along the existing waterline that
travels along the periphery of the Farm property. A
minimum of three drinking fountains will be put in
over time, and all drinking fountains should include
a low-level tap for dog water.

Emergency phones
In time, emergency phone stations will be reviewed
to provide appropriate coverage for
remote areas of Upton farm. This is a
long-term project.

custom-built benches. These should
be versatile and adaptable to specific
site conditions, including optional
back and arm rests. Paths will be
furnished with 14” pine timbers
finished to minimize splintering.
Designs should be simple and
understated to allow the Farms natural and cultural
features to take centre stage. Proposed materials
include wood, stone, concrete and metal. Discrete
placement and installation of all furnishings will
improve the spatial quality of the Farm while
addressing visitors’ needs.

Lighting standards
In time, lighting the main trail in the park may be
a priority. In the shorter term, it may be important
to light the parking lot areas once they are built.
Minimum lighting levels will be used to meet

Site furnishings
The introduction of appropriate
furnishings for all paths and
destinations within Upton farm
will help transform the entire site
into a functional and comfortable
place to visit. Benches, tables, trash
receptacles, recycling bins and bike
racks, should be organized to provide a variety of
places for stopping, resting, eating and gathering.
Benches should be placed in forest settings and
at panoramic vantage points. Seating should be
comfortable and of an appropriate scale and design
to contribute to the character of the Farm.
High-quality ‘natural’ furnishings will reinforce the
Farms identity and character. Entrances, gateways
and landmarks will be furnished with simple

Council Ring Seating
defined needs. Emergency telephones may be
located in lit areas with modest lighting.
All future light fixtures will be dark-sky compliant,
preventing the upward direction of light. As
technological advances expand lighting options,
opportunities to promote sustainability will be
embraced; this may include solar-powered lighting,
LED sources and motion-sensitive fixtures that will
reduce energy consumption.
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5.5 Upton Master Plan

•

are less expensive than a signalized intersection

Upton Farm is bisected by Capital Drive and forms
the western gateway into the city. The feeling of
driving through the park to get to the city is a unique
opportunity for Charlottetown. It creates a strong first
impression for the city.

•

take up less space than intersections

•

are better for bikes and pedestrians where they
are designed to do so

•

slow traffic and provide for gateway
opportunities like signage, landscaping and civic
art.

Gateway Roundabouts
The master plan shows two gateway roundabouts;
one at Poplar Island and one at Upton Road.
Roundabouts are swiftly being adopted all across
Canada because they:
are safer than traditional stop sign or signalcontrolled intersections (according to a study by
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety and
Federal Highway Administration have shown that
roundabouts typically achieve: 37 % reduction in
overall collisions, 75% reduction in injury collisions,
90 % reduction in fatality collisions, 40 % reduction
in pedestrian collisions)
•

improve traffic flow and reduce delays

The Department of Transportation is in agreement
about these two roundabouts and the opportunities
they present. Both roundabouts provide a critical
pedestrian crossing across Capital Drive. The idea
for a pedestrian overpass or underpass across
Capital Drive was seen as impractical. At the
western roundabout, the centre island could be
used for gateway signage into the city replacing the
current planting beds on the Beach Grove property
(this highly manicured landscape approach does
not mesh well with the new naturalized approach
at Upton anyway). The roundabout at this location
would slow traffic coming into the city and would
provide an easy pedestrian crossing to boardwalks
and a short pedestrian bridge over to the Beach

Gateway roundabout with art in the centre
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Grove Memorial Forest. The shops at Poplar island
would be a welcome intermediate destination for
local park users and a point of origins for tourists
visiting the shops to explore Upton Farm.
At the Upton road intersection of Capital Drive,
another, larger roundabout is proposed to
accommodate traffic from the Upton Road and both
directions of Capital Drive. This roundabout would
make several traffic lanes redundant so that a
landscape boulevard could be created in much the
same way as the Poplar island roundabout. Since
this roundabout is not a true ‘gateway’ into the city,
the consultants recommend planting the centre
with a monoculture birch or poplar grove in the
centre as well as native Acadian understory. A large
sculptural art feature could be part of the centre.

Capital Drive
The current turning lanes which are part of both
intersections (Poplar Island and Upton Road)
would be consolidated into a minimum 12’ wide
rural landscaped boulevard that would include
trees, a rural fence and native grasses. The
boulevard should be designed to promote the
pastoral aesthetic of Upton rather than a highly
maintained manicured landscape. 1.2m wide bike
lanes should be provided on both sides
of Capital Drive from the North River
Bridge to upton Road (and beyond).
The cobrahead highway light
standards should be replaced
with pedestrian scale
standards with banner
arms. Landscaping

along the highway corridor should be naturalized
instead of mown grass. Upton Farm should also be
designated along Capital Drive.

Poplar Island
The Factory Shops at Poplar Island are a well
known tourist and local retail destination. This area
has the potential to be a significant gateway into
Upton Farm (for mostly tourists) and a welcome
commercial destination for local park users. Upton’s
relationship with the Factory Shops could be a
win-win for both. The master plan shows Poplar
island as an important conduit for the south and
north portions of Upton Farm properties. To that
end, the south end (Beach Grove) is connected
via the new gateway roundabout and boardwalk
trail system, while the north end is connected via
a new pedestrian bridge along the small estuary
that separates the mainland from the Island. The
restoration of this wetland should be undertaken
as part of the work done to Upton. The Upton trust
should work with the adjacent land owners to
develop trails on Poplar Island that will encourage
guests to stay longer and spend more.

Boulevard with rustic agricultural fence
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Boardwalk
Bridge

Forest Restoration

Service Area

Shoreline Restoration
Look-Off

North River
Watershed Management Plan

Entry
Orchard

Boat Launch
Bridge with
Entry Banners
Entry Sign
Gateway
Roundabout
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Existing Hedgerow

Late Successional
Forest Restoration

Pond /Wetland
Restoration

Riparian
Forest Restoration

Cow’s Creamery
Fishing Wharf
Future Retail

Boardwalk
Bridge

Interpretive
Look-Off
Trail
Boardwalk

Shaw Span to
improve Flow

MAP 5.3 POPLAR ISLAND CONCEPT
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Beach Grove Parcel at Upton
Since many of the users of this area will be seniors,
the trails in these areas should be designed to be
universally accessible with no slopes exceeding 5%,
ease to walk trail surfacing, ample benches and
rest stations, several view-parks along the North
River and the preservation of a field along Capital
Drive. The Charlottetown gateway sign would be
relocated to the Poplar Island roundabout.

occidentalis),
Hoptree (Ptelea
trifoliata), or Pin
Oak (Quercus
palustris). Upton
managers will
want to watch
these species closely for unwanted competition of
Acadian species and potential new pests that could
compromise Acadian forests.

This area is proposed to be a dog-free zone of
Upton Farm. Everywhere else there is off and onleash dog opportunities. This area is the one area
on Upton for cynophobes (people who have a fear
or anxiety of dogs).
In addition to the new Acadian Forest extension
of the Memorial Forest, about 1/3 of this new
forest will include some select Carolinian species
introduced into the Acadian Forest matrix. These
species could include select Carolinian species
like Tulip-tree, (Liriodendron tulipifera), Flowering
Dogwood, (Cornus florida), Eastern Redbud, (Cercis
canadensis), Bitternut Hickory (Carya cordiformis),
Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis), Blue ash (Fraxinus
quadrangulata), Honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos),
Black Walnut ( Juglans nigra), Sycamore (Platanus

War memorial in a forest setting
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Figure 5.4 Carolinian Species

Cercis canadensis
Liriodendron tulipifera

Cornus florida

Carya cordiformis

Fraxinus quadrangulata

Quercus palustris
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Experimental Farm lands
The buildings and barns of the Experimental Farm
were torn down in 2006 and while it is certainly too
soon to consider the cultural uses ‘historic’, within
a generation that’s exactly what they will be but
there will be very little trace left. As was noted in
this chapter, the cultural uses of Upton provide a
strong framework along with the Acadian Forest
restoration. To whatever extent is possible, there
should be strong reminders of past cultural uses at
the corner of Upton Road and Capital Drive where
the buildings, barns, silos and pastures formed
a visible feature at the entrance to the city. The
Acadian Forest should be restored in this area as
well, particularly along the highways that produce
a clearly audible auto noise that extends deep into
the park. However, this is one of only a handful of
important cultural areas in the park that should be
preserved and celebrated. The powerlines should
be buried along Capital Drive through the Farm and
the road verges should be properly maintained by
the City or Province.
The Upton and Capital Drive corner is the prime
gateway into the Upton Farm property. This area
will see the most traffic, must accommodate a wide
range of transportation options, should provide for
more active uses that cannot (for security reasons)

be located deeper in Upton Park, and should
provide services for the widest range of park users.
The master plan and accompanying blow-up of this
area shows:
1. Two separate parking areas, one to the north for
dog walkers, and one to the south for everyone
else. Separation of dog users and non-dog
users is important for safety and maintenance
reasons. The north parking lot will allow onleash dog walkers to use a series of new trails
through the north woods to access the old
Upton asphalt driveway, eventually reaching the
off-leash park area. The parking area will have
dog waste stations and pickup bags provided for
dog walkers in an area that is easily serviced by
the City. The southern parking lot and southern
corner is a dog on-leash area but is designed
to service non-dog walkers to Upton. The area
should be posted with signs that say the Farm is
closed from dusk to dawn. It is anticipated that
these parking lots be fully serviced with asphalt
topping.
2. The one active use proposed for Upton Farm is
designed to make nature fun for the 3-12 year
old age groups. A ‘natural play’ playground has
been located close to the parking area where it
is easily policed and somewhat
visible from both Upton Road
and Capital Drive. These type
facilities cannot be located in
remote locations where they
are not visible or accessible to
law enforcement. We believe
that introducing play with
nature at an early age is central
for nature appreciation as
adults. To that end, the design
team has proposed a prominent
and accessible nature play
playground at the entrance to
Upton Farm. The playground

Natural Play Playground
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could be themed with both natural elements and
cultural elements of the previous experimental
farm property. In this way it would have multiple
purposes as an educational and recreational tool
for youth.
3. A Wayfinding Hub at the start of the asphalt
driveway will help to orient visitors to the park
on a map including trails, destinations, and
sites to see. The station should also explain
the revegetation objectives of the master plan
and warn users to stay on trails, particularly
in natural succession areas. The hub should
include benches, trash receptacles, and possibly
an interpretive node explaining cultural and
ecological functions of the Farm.
4. An open pasture along Capital Drive to preserve
the past cultural uses and provide some views
into the main entrance area of the Farm. The

pasture could include an Upton Farm gateway
arch sign visible from the highway.
5. Pathways to the main entrance of the park
should link to the new roundabout and entrance
on Upton Road.
6. The Experimental Farm land should be
commemorated with art, sculpture and
interpretation. This would be accomplished with
artists as part of a larger interpretive master
plan for the property. Ideally old artifacts from
the Farm can be located and repurposed onsite
in a creative way.
7. The stream that runs through the property
should be strengthened with Riparian plantings
and understory plantings. Soils in this area
favour species that compete in poorly drained
microclimates.

Community Gardens
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Dog Trails
Dog Parking Lot
Bridge
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Gateway
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Drop-Off

Hedgerow
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Entrance
Pedestrian Entry

Parking Lot

Open Fields or Forests

Wayfinding

Birch Grove

Play
nd

Roundabout

Remove Entry
Fenced Boulevard

Open Field
Forest Succession
Carolinian Trial Matrix

MAP 5.4 UPTON FARM ENTRY CONCEPT
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8. While it is too early to see the need for a
building to service the growing Upton Farm, as
user demands grow, there may be a need for a
small green building to accommodate uses like
a small interpretive centre, community learning
centre, classrooms, lab, washrooms, etc. In this
case, the Trust may have need for a small facility
which would be located close to the parking
lots. If such a building is ever required, in the
spirit of the ecological focus of the Farm, it
should be designed based on green construction
models to obtain LEED Canada certification.
The proposed building program would have to
reflect a thorough understanding of Farm users
and community needs. At this time, showing a
building is premature, but in the 50 year lifespan
of this plan, it may be warranted.

Central Forest and Fields
The portion of Upton farm north of Capital Drive
includes a collection of cultural fields (which pay
homage to previous cultural uses while preserving
view corridors to the river) and new Acadian Forest
(where some of the fields are turned into new
forests). This area will be designated in the south for
on-leash dog walking and off-leash dog walking in
the north.
The fields will be mown or control burned on two
to three year cycles to prevent tree succession. As
noted in the management chapter, large specimen
trees will be strategically located to heighten the
sense of foreground/middle-ground and background
while providing shade and habitat for farm users.
The use of land art should be encouraged in these
fields to increase the dialogue about the Upton Farm
property. Guidelines for land art should be developed
by the Trust to ensure that the goals and objectives
of the Trust are followed in all land art installations.
Several of the fields have been designated as
long-term forest restoration projects following

Land Art
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the approach in the management chapter which
includes, succession islands, succession matrix,
snags and deadwood, selective editing and caliper
plantings. The overall intent is to create a mixedage forest structure and a mix of early and late
successional species in a healthy forest over the
next century. During the early years, trails should
be restricted in these areas so that new plants are
not trampled or uprooted by dogs. Signs should
be installed to warn park users about the strategy.
Over time, trails should be encouraged through the
new young forest which will form the backbone of
a long-term circulation system for the Farm.
Riparian restoration is a high priority for a 20-40m
buffer along the North River and along the two
streams that bisect the Upton Farm property.

Northern Dog park
To the north end of Upton Farm, once the lowest
area of the asphalt driveway is crossed ( just
past the old mill pond), an off-leash dog zone is
proposed; this would include the Provincial lands to
the north of the Upton property that is reserved for
the bypass (See Map 5.1, Map 5.2 and Map 5.5)
This off-leash area will be leased and managed
by the Upton Farm Off Leash Alliance. In total, the
off-leash area occupies almost 37 acres and the
on-leash area occupies 86 acres of the total Upton
Farm lands and will be a magnet for Charlottetown

and surrounding PEI residents. The area will include:
1. the restoration of the old mill pond so that
dogs can easily swim on the property without
damaging the sensitive salt marsh area on
the North River. The pond restoration should
include a fringe wetland area, park benches and
seating shade trees, and the low area could be
converted to a bridge eventually to heighten
awareness of the hydrological function of the
low lying area. The pond could be done in
association with Ducks Unlimited. The stream
and pond will create a natural boundary for dogs
without the need for fences.
2. Views of the barn to the north of Hurry road
coming down the hill on the asphalt driveway
should be maintained.
3. The open field that exists today will be
preserved into the future. This will preserve key
views to the North River.
4. Off-leash trails. Like other areas of the park,
trails will be developed by the off-leash Alliance
through the northern property.
5. The Province owns a tract of land which is
reserved for an extension of the Charlottetown
by-pass road to North River-Cornwall. This land
may be made available to the Trust for use as
part of the off Leash dog area.
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Fig 5.5 Upton Entry Natural Play Park
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Fig 5.6 Poplar Island Entry
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On-street parking
Forest Restoration
Restore Mill Pond
Wayfinding Point

Open Fields
Buffer

Jenkins Homestead
Cultural Grounds
Cultural Landscape
Horse Track
Interpretation

MAP 5.5 UPTON DOG PARK CONCEPT
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Fig 5.7 Upton Dog Park & Pond
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6. Additional Acadian Forest development. Several
areas in the off-leash area will be developed as
Acadian Forest like other parts of Upton farm
and as described in the Management Plan.
7. A North River Look-Off area will be developed
to provide access and views to the river while
restricting dogs from damaging the wetlands in
the area. Other lowlying wetland areas will be
strategically planted with dense undergrowth
species and native thorny species like Rugosa
Rose, blackberry, etc. to keep dogs out of
sensitive wetland areas. In these sensitive areas,
natural resource protection will take precedence
over dogs, even if they fall within the bounds of
the on’leash and/or off-leash area.

A view worth preserving

8. to encourage wildlife, the creation of an osprey
nesting platform (they take readily to them),
and other nest boxes to enhance opportunities
for hole-nesting birds should be Created. This
might be done in conjunction with local bird
enthusiasts.
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5.6 Wayfinding/Signing Strategy
The signage system for Upton farm must be more
than just a set of signposts, markers and symbols.
It should reflect and complement the Farm’s unique
attributes in order to create a unique identity that
is practical in its application and well founded in
its conception. The signage will play an important
role to ensure visitor safety and easy navigation to
points of interest within the Farm. These factors will
be achieved through the use of gateway monoliths,
informational and directional components.
A striking interpretive program will create a
memorable experience for visitors by highlighting the
ecological and cultural stories embodied in the Farm.
The initial research and story development are
critical to providing the foundation for an effective
interpretation program. Interpretation calls for a
heightened sensitivity to the Farm setting balanced
with needs of visitors and the storyline itself.
To create a strong and cohesive visual identity,
cultural artifacts and parts of the natural environment
should be used in the signage systems. A signage
and wayfinding plan should be created as an
important next step in the parks development but is
beyond the scope of this master plan.

5.7 Interpretation: Visitor Experience
Concept
While creating a detailed interpretive plan for the
Farm is beyond the scope of the Master Plan, it is
a logical next step in the implementation process.
This plan would identify themes and locations for
interpretation, interpretive approaches, thematic
design of various elements and detailed design/
storyboarding for each element. The process will
require major stakeholder input and co-ordination
with the Trust.
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Chapter

06:

Implementation

This report describes a long-term vision for Upton
Farm and recommendations to achieve that vision,
as well as more specific improvements that can be
recognized as milestones in the journey to achieving
the ultimate goals of the Master Plan. As a means to
build the momentum for realizing this Master Plan,
it is useful to initiate projects with a high degree of
visibility and public support early in the development
process. Some larger projects may be pursued in
the future as capital and operational budgets permit
or as provincial or federal funding programs come
on stream. The course of forest regeneration will
determine the appropriate timing for many aspects of
management.
One of the challenges with Community Forest
programs in Canada is the uncertainty of funding or
volunteer availability. In this regard, it is difficult to
establish budgets and phasing for implementation.
In this case, setting priorities and establishing
responsibilities becomes more important.
The priorities proposed below provides a
rational basis for carrying out the Master Plan
recommendations over several phases that
may take more than 50 years to complete. The
proposed project phasing and high level costing
provides a basis for planning in the near future to
ensure the plan is implemented. Longer term, the
implementation strategy provides a more accurate
sense of the general sequence of Master Plan
projects.
Many projects outlined in the Master Plan will require
additional levels of design, by design or ecological

professionals with the support of other experts to
enable implementation to an appropriate standard.
6.2 Next Steps and Areas for Further Study
In order to proceed with some aspects of the Master
Plan, there are several areas for further study. These
have been identified throughout the Comprehensive
Plan but are summarized in this section.

6.1 Areas for Further Study
Signage and Wayfinding Schematic
Design (Medium Priority)
Part of the benefits of implementing a signage
and wayfinding plan is the branding and visibility
that it creates for upton Farm. These include logo,
brand standards, gateway signs, location mapping,
etc. This study will include design for all structures,
detailed location plans and the creation of text,
graphic and map elements for each individual
sign and a signing schedule. Approximate cost for
design is $25,000. Cost for implementation could
vary from $50k-250k.

Park Interpretive Plan (High Priority)
An interpretive plan must be prepared for the
Farm using the recommendations outlined in
this proposal. Thematic topics need further
investigation, as do different methods of
interpreting stories and resources. Interpretive
panels are just one means of telling the Farm’s
story; there are many other more creative ways to
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educate and engage people. The interpretive plan
should focus on the following methods:
1. Interpretive panels, maps and interactive
structures: A system of interpretive media
should be designed around the Farm. Their
placement must be discrete and limited.
Interpretation could be incorporated into
wayfinding signage.
2. Live interpretation: Costumed interpreters could
be part of the experience, relating themes from
the Farm’s natural or cultural history. Members
of the Mi’kmaq or Acadian community, McPhail
Woods or the Confederation Players group could
be tapped for performances or demonstration.
3. New media: The use of portable audio and
video devices should be fully incorporated into
the interpretive strategy. Using podcasting or the
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Farms website, visitors will be able to download
a wide variety of interpretive themes, keyed to
discrete interpretive markers in the Farm. One
of the advantages of new media is that it allows
people to access more interpretive material
without creating physical clutter. The Farms
website has already proven to be a valuable tool
for disseminating information.
There is a wide range of possible themes to appeal
to varied interests: forest ecology, archaeology,
habitats, Acadians and Mi’kmaq history. To build
an audience, the Trust should commission the first
interpretive audio tours to a very high standard.

Detailed Forest Planting and
Regeneration Plan (High priority)
The master plan provides a high level plan for
the evolution of the Upton Farm. More detailed
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plans should be prepared as budgets or seedling
donations become available. These could be done
with the assistance of the province or they could
be prepared as more detailed project plans for
individual areas.

North River Watershed Management
(Medium Priority)
There doesn’t appear to be any current watershed
planning for the North River even though the
bridge and Cornwall STP could have impacts on
water quality. The Trust should work with the
Province or watershed advisory group to ensure
the long-term quality of water in the North River
since it directly impacts the experience at Upton
Farm.

Detailed Design for Various Areas (as
needed)
The Upton Farm Master Plan sets out a vision,
a physical plan, priorities and management
framework for Upton Farm. Detailed design of
specific projects, guided by the Master Plan, is the
next stage in realizing the works proposed in this
report.
In the detailed design stage, specific design
drawings and requirements are described to permit
successful implementation by the Trust, or for
larger works, tendering and contracting with an

independent builder. Many of the same areas of
professional expertise will be needed in the final
design of works, although a landscape architect
will normally play a lead role in shaping the final
construction drawings that will enable work to
proceed. This process helps ensure that the aims

that are set out in the Master Plan, and endorsed
by the Trust, are accurately translated to physical
reality.

6.2 Next Steps
In addition to the areas for further study, several
critical next steps are outlined below.

Operations Plan
Using this Master Plan, the Trust will need to
develop an operations plan for volunteers or
staff and administration. There must be an
understanding what the Province and City can
bring to realizing and managing the Master Plan.
While volunteers will be able to undertake various
aspects of this plan, the Province could provide
support with replanting and possibly with capital
projects. The city should be able to provide support
with regards to operations and maintenance. These
roles should be better understood once the master
plan is adopted.
The operations plan will describe duties,
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responsibilities, seasonal schedules, bookings, more
detailed treatment protocols, timelines and
monitoring approaches. The Operations Plan should
be completed within one year of this Master Plan.

Forest Management Strategy Evaluation
Forests grow slowly, and it can take years before
managers can be sure whether the new strategies
are working. Thus, the forest-management strategy
must be evaluated at the following intervals:
1. (Annual review: to review measurements of
fast-responding variables such as vegetation
control (for example, non-native understorey
plants) and to prepare for the annual work plan;
2. Five-year review: to review measurements
of slower variables such as regeneration and
stand responses to thinnings and other harvests
and to provide an interim evaluation of forestmanagement strategies; and
3. Ten-year review: to review measurements of
slow variables such as forest development,
based on full forest inventory, and full evaluation
of forest-management strategies.

Fire Management and Emergency
Response Plan
A fire and emergency measures plan will
need to be created or updated following the
recommendations and observations in this Master
Plan.

Administrative Structure
The Trust is currently represented by 6 members
of the community, two members from the Province
and one member from the City. Two additional
associations are recommended to report to the
Trust:
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(1) the Upton Park Off-leash Alliance (or another
name) will manage the dog issues in the park
including waste management, safety, and dog
related projects. Ideally, one member of the Trust
will sit on the Alliance Board. The Alliance will lease
the land for the Dog Park from the Trust on an
annual basis and the Trust will cover insurance for
the dog park. The current City Dog Bylaw will need
to be amended to allow off-leash dogs on private
property as described in the management chapter.
(2) the Upton Farm Community Gardens Association
(or another name) will manage the community
gardens at Upton and will be the point of contact
for all garden related issues. The Association can
either lease the land or just report regularly to the
Trust.
The University of PEI could play an important
role in monitoring or assisting the Trust in the
management plan aspects of the Master Plan.
Ideally, formal connections should be made with
the university to provide win win scenarios for both
groups and the Farm.

Linking Upton farm Outward
Enhancing the green context of Upton Farm could
have important benefits for the Farm as well as the
neighbourhoods surrounding the Farm. Enhanced
green connections from the property into the
broader community would enhance wildlife habitat,
improve the look of surrounding areas, provide
enhanced park spaces that may reduce the stress
from use on upton farm, and possibly provide
venues for complementary features that are not
appropriate within the Park itself. Steps to enhance
the ecological context of the Farm should include
the consideration of the number, quality and
strength of ecological corridors that link the Farm
to the broader landscape, as well as the role of the
urban forest in sustaining natural park spaces in the
urban core.
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While Upton itself will be renewed through the
implementation of the Master Plan, improved
management approaches and procedures at the
Farm have the potential to help other municipal
parks realize their roles in the parks system. The
adaptive-management approach used at Upton
should lead to the sharing of improved methods
throughout the entire parks system and support the
growth of skill in the management and staff of the
regions’ municipal parks.

Documentation of Park Conditions
Much about upton Farm remains unknown, and the
course of forest regrowth is an important process
to be documented. The trust should articulate the
rationale and means by which a photographic
record of the forest evolution can be established.

Universal Access
An accessibility audit of the Farm should be done
to identify routes and facilities that are accessible
now, those that may easily be made accessible
and areas that pose a barrier to access. A strategy
for accessibility upgrading can then be drafted,
including recommendations to provide alternate
experiences where access for some is not possible.
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